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3All available from bookshops 
and if not in stock, they can order any of these books for you, free of charge 

Or turn to the back page and order direct from us

The Swan
Photographer Malcolm 
Schuyl studied the 
swan for decades, 
photographing its 
behaviour, courtship, 
breeding, its special 
status in the UK and its 
future. 190 stunning  

   colour photographs.
‘One of most impressive books I have had the 
pleasure of reviewing’ – Highland News

Hardback  224pp 245x245mm      £20

The Otter   
James Williams
This book dispels many of the 
mysteries surrounding this 
beautiful and enigmatic creature.

‘A warm, informative read for any 
countryside and wildlife lover.’
    – Countryfile

Hardback  224 pages  246x189mm             £20    
135 colour photos 

There are very few natural history books 
written about this beautiful, nocturnal and 
elusive mammal, so loved by the British 
public but so rarely sighted by them in the 
wild.

James Williams’ devotion to this intriguing 
creature shines through the pages of this 
book. It takes enormous dedication, skill 
and patience to glean the facts about the 
wild otter; years of methodical recording 
and systematic surveying. 

He dispels many myths about the otter as 
he writes about its behaviour, its habitat, 
its territories, its breeding, its diet and its 
hunting methods. 

Williams throws light on why the otter 
went to the brink of extinction in the mid-
1980s, and why it is making a recovery 
today, despite the many challenges to its 
future. 

He is adamant that we must understand 
the mistakes which led to the otter’s 
decline, including those made by various 
wildlife groups and professional bodies, 
so that we learn lessons from the past. 

This book is a glorious tribute to the 
adaptability, skills and sheer physical 
beauty of the otter in all its habitats across 
the UK.

 £20

James Williams has spent a lifetime 
otter watching, from his boyhood 
in the Lake District, to his adult life 
in Somerset. He taught English in 
Taunton, but his west-country residence 
gave him the opportunity to study and 
record the changing fortunes of this 
elusive and fascinating mammal, from 
its near-extinction in the mid-1980s 
to its remarkable, though precarious, 
recovery today. 

Actively involved in many initiatives to 
monitor and aid the otter's restoration, 
Chairman of the Somerset Wildlife 
Trust’s Otter Group, James continues 
to train and inspire a new generation 
of otter-enthusiasts through his popular 
training days and his role in various 
surveys.

ISBN 978-1-906122-22-5

Front cover otter photo by Alison Hickman
Back cover photo of otter in the sea: 
Charlie Hamilton-James
Author photo: Sarah Fox

The Otter

A major book on the natural history of the otter

“I am not alone in being mesmerised by the unique quality 
of an otter every time I see one. 

On each occasion, be it a fleeting glimpse or a prolonged 
period of observation of behaviour, something about the 
presence of the creature absorbs me entirely, so that it is 
only afterwards that I can digest what was going on and 
make some reflective notes.” – James Williams

9 781906 122225

ISBN 978-1-906122-22-5
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The Black Grouse 
Patrick Laurie
‘Laurie offers more than just 
sumptuous drawings and natural 
history. He’s passionate about those 
birds’ – Perthshire Advertiser

Hardback  224pp  246x189mm   
34 colour paintings, 54 b/w illustrations                   £20

The Rabbit  
Jill Mason
‘Stunning photography and 
an unfalteringly thorough 
historical account.’  
– Sporting Shooter

Hardback 192 pages 
246x189mm full colour                           £20

The Scottish Wildcat
Christopher Clegg

‘It makes fascinating reading. This is a timely (if 
not overdue) readable and impressively thorough 
book, and ultimately a hopeful one. Things are 
bad for Scottish wildcats, but at least, at last, 
they have us on their side.’ – Countryfile

Hardback 224pp  246x189mm  85 colour photos

£20

Dear Readers

Thank you for your unexpected and much-appreciated support during the last few months. We 
have been delighted that our books, especially Kitchen Medicine and Green Clean Your Home, 
sold in remarkable numbers. We had to reprint Kitchen Medicine twice in two months to keep 
up with the demand for its famous ‘onion cure’ which seemed to help so many to cope with 
chest problems. And our little gift book, Wild Flowers of Britain, Month by Month, seems to 
have been exceptionally popular too as more people reconnected with the countryside.

We hope you like our new books in this annual brochure and that you also decide to explore 
some of our lovely backlist titles.

With warmest thanks from us all at Merlin Unwin Books
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All the royalties from  
this book go to Africa’s  
Wild Dog Survival Fund  

The Hare  Jill Mason              235 beautiful hare photos     

A major natural history of the hare: its behaviour, breeding, habitat, 
survival techniques, predators. Unique hare photos by David Mason in 
this updated and enlarged edition. 

‘Wonderfully illustrated & endlessly informative.’  – Shooting Gazette

Hardback 246x189mm 224pp 235 colour photographs    £25

Africa’s Wild Dogs
Jocelin Kagan
There are only about 6,600 
wild dogs left in Africa 
today, yet these critically 
endangered creatures have cast such a spell 
on top wildlife photographer and naturalist 
Jocelin Kagan that she is determined to help to 
save them.
If left to their own devices, they are more 
than capable of thriving, as this sumptuous 
photographic natural history shows. 
Jocelin has also called in world experts to 
add their latest findings on these resourceful, 
graceful and highly skilled family groups. 
Nomadic predators whose territories range 
hundreds of miles, they hunt as a pack, preying 
on small herbivores. Non-confrontational, they 
form complex and close family bonds, as this 
fascinating book reveals. 

Hardback 224pp 267x287mm  
142 colour / 8 b/w photos           £25

Jill Mason

Jill M
ason

There is something special about a hare.
Many who have fallen under the spell of this elusive, beautiful and contradictory creature have longed to know more about its secretive life. 

But few researchers have had the patience and skill to untangle fact from fiction, to reveal the surprising evidence about this truly wild animal. And few photographers have managed to capture so many rare images of the hare on camera.
Jill Mason presents a lively account of the natural history of the hare, covering its behaviour throughout the seasons, its courtship and breeding, its favoured habitats and worldwide distribution, its remarkable survival techniques, its predators and its hunters. 

The superstitions and folklore which surround the hare are explored; and the latest scientific findings and conservation initiatives are clearly reported for the general reader. 
A total of 230 stunning colour photographs, by talented wildlife photographer David Mason, include pictures of hare behaviour never caught on camera before.

Jill Mason has lived and worked in the countryside all her life and has written regularly for countryside magazines. Her first book, The Townies’ Guide to the Countryside, was published in 2003 to wide critical acclaim. It was followed by her highly successful Rural England: What’s Happening Month by Month (2007) and The Rabbit (2015). 
Her other titles include: The Eskdale and Ennerdale Foxhounds (2005), Away my Lads Away (2011) and The Life and Hard Times of Mary Caney (2017). 

Her husband, the wildlife photographer David Mason was, like her, formerly  a professional gamekeeper. His 235 photographs in this book are the result of his lifetime's passion for photographing the hare. 
They live in a village in Norfolk.

ISBN 978-1-910723-93-7

Jacket photos by David Mason

This lavishly illustrated major book on the harethrows new light on this much-loved, enigmatic creature‘What is there to say about a hare? A hell of a lot, is the answer. Jill Mason has tackled the subject 
from every imaginable angle and produced an unexpectedly fascinating book’.  
– The Independent
‘A lively and comprehensive account of the life and natural history of the hare. David Mason’s 
photographs add vivid detail’. – The Field
‘Jill Mason’s lively account looks at the behaviour of this largely solitary animal throughout 
the seasons, its courtship and breeding, favoured habitats, hunters and predators and survival 
techniques’. – Eastern Daily Press
‘By combining images of wild hare behaviour – from mating to being predated – with a record of 
hand-reared leverets, a thorough pictorial reference has been produced. With hares so popular with 
wildlife artists, it will provide a source of inspiration and reference. A delight for general readers’.  
– BBC Wildlife magazine
‘The special feeling about the hare comes through time and time again in 
the book, whether the legends and myths about them are being discussed or 
their feeding habits’. – Highland News
‘A beautiful new book shows why the hare, with its gift for the unexpected, 
remains an enigma’. – Irish Times

Harethe

Revised, expanded edition with 230 photographs

9 781910 723937

ISBN 978-1-910723-93-7

£25

Harethe
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02/01/2019   11:53

The pack at play, bonding and honing their skills
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How 
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How 
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Britain’s favourite dairy farmer
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Am ent facienitas magnis es-
sumquid magnis simus adi 
delese niminis qui id et labo. 
Beaque volorio ssintia tiostem 
as di voluptium re rerum dios 
cus modio. Sed ullandebis sim-
etur? None sequame magnist es 
etureratur? Nimusciis dellorest, 
suntiatas voluptium fugit pratia 
volentoreium est liquate viderio 
vent omnimus molorrunt, que 
ad quundae destis cuptatus.

Xerumquis et acerferferum 
vernam volupta tinullabores 
excestrum volor sequid molorati 
ulluptatur, nem in pro mi, quid 
que quatur sunt abores ea cor-
pore venisqu iatinvent harum 
illia dem repudit volluptio tem 
nonsedis cupident offici om-
nimi, sant, susam essincipsus, 
quaepres sum verum acculpa 
eumque pa doluptatio tectemos 
asped enetus pe volupta tempos 
exped ullorum inullentio con-
serro odit am enducipide vellori 
nonsequ assimoles ab iur?

Ovit pelit eos sit es et ea 
dolupti cus dolorundae paribus 
mo odiore remporion esti niae 
et alit ad estrumendic te volescit 
magnita sperfer ferferis sume 
omnihil laudion sequas.

Beaque volorio ssintia tiostem as 
di voluptium re rerum dios cus 
modio. Sed ullandebis sime-
tur? None sequame magnist es 
etureratur? Nimusciis dellorest, 
suntiatas voluptium fugit pratia 
volentoreium est liquate viderio 
vent omnimus molorrunt, que 
ad quundae destis cuptatus.

Xerumquis et acerfer-
ferum vernam volupta tinul-
labores excestrum volor sequid 
molorati ulluptatur, nem in pro 
mi, quid que quatur sunt abores 
ea corpore venisqu iatinvent 
harum illia dem repudit vollup-
tio tem nonsedis cupident offici 
omnimi, sant, susam essincipsus, 
quaepres sum verum acculpa 
eumque pa doluptatio tectemos 
asped enetus pe volupta tempos 
exped ullorum inullentio con-
serro odit am enducipide vellori 
nonsequ assimoles ab iur?

Beaque volorio ssintia tiostem as 
di voluptium re rerum dios cus 
modio. Sed ullandebis sime-
tur? None sequame magnist es 
etureratur? Nimusciis dellorest, 
suntiatas voluptium fugit pratia 
volentoreium est liquate viderio 
vent omnimus molorrunt, que 
ad quundae destis cuptatus.

Xerumquis et acerfer-
ferum vernam volupta tinul-
labores excestrum volor sequid 
molorati ulluptatur, nem in pro 
mi, quid que quatur sunt abores 
ea corpore venisqu iatinvent 
harum illia dem repudit vollup-
tio tem nonsedis cupident offici 
omnimi, sant, susam essincipsus, 
quaepres sum verum acculpa 
eumque pa doluptatio tectemos 
asped enetus pe volupta tempos 
exped ullorum inullentio con-
serro odit am enducipide vellori 
nonsequ assimoles ab iur?

£12

How now?
Roger Evans

Roger Evans has been an 
articulate dairy and poultry 
farmer all his life.
From his Shropshire farm, 
he writes his diary in a well-
informed, realistic and funny 
way, covering all aspects of his 
life as a farmer today. Roger is 
also widely regarded as one of 
the best modern spokesmen 
for the British farmer and has 

represented them at national level.
Fans of his previous four books will have a feast of new 
material in this bumper 256-page volume which brings 

us right up 
to Covid 
lockdown  
on the farm.
Hardback 
256pp 
216x138mm      

£14.99

All hardbacks 192pp 216x138mm    £12 each

Roger Evans

Wit and Wisdom from the 
Nation’s Favourite Dairy Farmer

£12

A pram or pushchair wasn’t very handy about the yard: 
wheels would get muddy, blankets would be thrown off 
into the ‘you know what’, then one day I solved the problem. 
I put her in a bucket. We had some tallish buckets that 
had held dairy chemicals and a young child fitted in quite 
nicely. They were narrow, so she couldn’t move around 
in it, as in topple over, and she seemed to sit in it very 
comfortably, sort of squatting in on her haunches.

The top of the bucket came level with her nose so she 
fitted in it really well, her little hands on the rim of the 
bucket and her eyes peering over the top. 

In those days I had sheep and pigs to feed as well as 
calves so as soon as it was light I would be out there, a 
bucket of feed in the crook of one arm and a bucket of 
baby in the other. And she loved it. She was transformed, 
she just sat there, transfixed with what was going on, 
watching me as I tended to my animals. 

I soon discovered that it was even better than I 
thought. Everywhere I went, into pens or into loose boxes, 
there were gates and doors. Gates and doors mostly have 
gate hooks so you could quite easily hang the child bucket 
on a gate or hinge where she would be perfectly safe whilst 
you cleaned out a sow and pigs or bottle-fed some lambs. 
Looking back it was a time of bonding, father and daughter.

9 781906 122683

ISBN 978-1-906122-68-3

Front cover: Roger and Mert 
survey the herd. (With special 
thanks to Stephen Griffiths 
for the spankingly smart red 
tractor!)

A VIEW FROM 
THE TRACTOR

Roger Evans, everyone’s favourite 
dairy and poultry farmer, is back 
with his daily account of rural life,  
full of laughter, grumbles and witty 
observations about what makes life 
tick in the real countryside. 

From his own farmyard, or 
looking down on his village from 
his tractor, or on a stool in the local 
pub, Roger tells it like it is. 

          A VIEW
 FROM

 THE TRACTOR  R
oger Evans

Roger Evans has been an articulate 
dairy and poultry farmer all his 
life. From his Shropshire farm, he 
writes in a well-informed, realistic 
and funny way about all aspects of 
his life as a farmer today. Popular 
at all the agricultural shows and 
a hot-ticket as an after-dinner 
speaker, Roger is also widely 
regarded as one of the best modern 
spokesmen for the British farmer 
and has represented them at 
national level.

ISBN 978-1-906122-68-3

Pull the Other One A Farmer’s Lot A View from the Tractor

The best-selling farming diaries of Roger Evans 
Roger Evans, Britain’s favourite dairy farmer, is back with new stories from his popular diaries telling his 
fans about his farm, his dogs, his daily ups and downs and his views on everything from the characters 
in his local pub to the price of milk. Roger Evans is a past winner of the Dairy Ambassador of the Year 
Cream Awards and his books have sold over 30,000 copies. He cheers everyone up with his grumpy 
comments!

Fifty Bales of Hay

Gomer

A Kaleidoscope  
of Butterflies
Jonathan Bradley
Photographs by Yealand Kalfayan

This uplifting new book celebrates the UK’s 59 
native species of butterfly in photos and words. 
Jonathan Bradley describes some habits and 
quirks of each butterfly, the origin of their names, 
cameos of famous characters in the world of 
butterflies, from Churchill and Nabokov to King 
Boris III of Bulgaria, and he writes a poem in 
tribute to each of our lovely native species. 
Yealand Kalfayan’s stunning photos showcase 
the splendid variety and vibrant colours of 
Britain’s butterflies.

Below: some of the 59 butterflies from the book

Marbled white

Comma

Common 
blue Marsh fritillary Chequered SkipperPeacock

Hardback 192pp 230x214mm   
£16.99146 colour photos   

Wildlife of the  
Pennine Hills
Doug Kennedy

Author Doug Kennedy 
takes you on a 
journey through all 
the Pennine eco-
systems, explaining 
why the geology 
and landscape has 

affected the plants which can survive there, and 
therefore the animals, birds and insects which 
thrive or survive in the differing habitats. 

‘Every page is alive with the biodiversity of the 
Pennine landscape. You dip into this book and 
then set off on adventures to find the very best 
places to look out for wildlife and plants at 
different times of year.’  
                         – Manchester Evening News

with over 350 sumptuous colour photos
Hardback  224pp  214x230mm                 £20 

WILDLIFE of the 
PENNINE HILLS

MOORLAND • LIMESTONE • GRASSLAND • WOODLAND • BLANKET BOG • UPLAND HEATH

Doug Kennedy

This book is a journey through the fascinating  
eco-systems of the Pennine Hills, explaining the way 
in which the geology and landscape have determined 
the plants which can survive there, and therefore the 

animals, birds and insects which thrive or survive  
in the different habitats.

9 781910 723968

ISBN 978-1-910723-96-8

Have you ever wondered why 
a particular bird is found on a 
particular moor or mountain range 
or valley? Why a certain plant grows 
where it does, and nowhere else? 

The Pennines are a range of 
magnificent hills which form the 
backbone of England, creating a 
watershed from which rivers run east 
and west through a series of upland 
heaths, moorlands, blanket bogs, 
woodlands and limestone pavements.

Ramblers, birdwatchers, locals 
and tourists will be given an insight, 
through informative photographs and 
words, into the abundant wildlife 
they are likely to encounter in the 
different areas of the Pennines, 
region by region.

£20

Doug Kennedy is a biologist, 
ecologist and environmental 
campaigner with a life-long 
interest in Britain’s landscapes and 
the wildlife they hold. He is a keen 
photographer and has written and 
illustrated five books on different 
English regions. 

He is also a keen rambler and 
runner who has explored far and 
wide, taking photographs on the 
way of the landscapes and wildlife.

He is married and lives in 
Buckinghamshire. He has 
initiated and run environmental 
campaigns, most recently for the 
River Thame in Buckinghamshire 
and for the Chiltern Society.

ISBN 978-1-910723-96-8

Front cover photos by Tim Melling: 
Clockwise from top left: round-leaved 
sundew, curlew, limestone pavement, 
hare’s-tail cotton grass, little owl, heather 
landscape, mountain hare

Back cover photos by Tim Melling:  
adder, black grouse, bumblebee on bell 
heather, stoat, tree pipit, dark green 
fritillary, golden plover,  common lizard

Photo of Doug
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My Wood
Stephen Dalton
Award-winning 
photographer Stephen 
Dalton bought a 9-acre 
wood in Sussex and for 
the last 20 years has 
delighted in improving 
it, increasing its 
biodiversity: the flora 
and fauna that return to an English wood – if nature is 
given half a chance.

‘Images that dazzle with innovation. Woodland is 
a tricky habitat to photograph, with variable light 
and the clutter of vegetation, yet Dalton enables 
us to look through the trees with perfect clarity at 
bluebells in dappled shade or at a brilliant show of 
wild garlic by a brook.’  
                                – BBC Wildlife magazine

Hardback 160pp 214x230mm 150 colour photos           
                  £14.99
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Hedgerow Medicine
‘I don’t say this too often about the books I review, but this book is without 
question one you simply must have!’ – Bushcraft magazine

Britain’s hedgerows abound with forgotten remedies for countless health 
problems. Here are clear instructions about which plants to harvest, when, 
and over 120 recipes showing how to make them into teas, vinegars, oils, 
creams, pillows, poultices or alcohol-based tinctures. The authors explain 
which ailments can be treated, and what benefits can be expected.

Hardback   224 pages  246x189mm  250 colour photos   £16.99

The Herbalist’s Bible
Herbalist to King Charles I, 
John Parkinson was a master 
apothecary, herbalist and gardener. 
Parkinson’s clear descriptions of 
each plant’s healing properties, 
with a modern commentary and 
contemporary take. 

‘A fascinating glimpse into a world when plants were the 
only remedy of most ailments. Even today, 40 per cent of 
all drugs used are of plant origin. A fabulously illustrated 
look into a world where plants have more to offer than 
just the beauty of their blooms.’– Gardens Illustrated 

Hardback   256pp 246x189mm   
308 colour photos & illustrations            £25

Wayside Medicine
Forgotten Plants  
and How to Use Them

‘The recipes are enormously 
varied – lots of imagination 
and obviously tried and 
tested by the authors – from 
tisanes, footbaths, distilled 

waters, infused oils, and flower remedies, to 
lots of edibles. This exciting and important book 
challenges us to look again at the wondrous array of 
native wild plants around us that we have forgotten 
how to use.’   – The Herbalist                                                  
Hardback  224pp  246x189mm   
200 colour photos                               £16.99 
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9 781906 122188

ISBN 978-1-906122-18-8

£16.99

Our kitchens are full of remedies for 
all sorts of illnesses and accidents. In 
cupboards and fridges are all kinds of 

overlooked, everyday ingredients such as herbs 
and spices, fruit and vegetables, oils and vinegars – for 

treating everything from bee stings and bruises to sore throats, 
hayfever and headaches.

Authors of the highly-acclaimed Hedgerow Medicine,  
Julie Bruton-Seal and Matthew Seal, have combined 

forces to produce this practical, informative and 
beautiful self-help book.

Endorsements for Kitchen Medicine

This is the best book I have ever seen on this subject and  
I just want to buy it for everyone I know!  

Everyone should have a copy in their kitchens!
– Permaculture magazine

They have harnessed the power of the store-cupboard to produce a new 
book that lifts the lid on a whole new pharmacy at our fingertips.

– Eastern Daily Press 

Wonderful photographs, historical notes and anecdotes, illustrations, including 
recipes and a quick reference by ailment, combine to produce a practical and 

beautiful book. – The Landsman 

Why go out and buy medicines when you probably have something that can be 
used already? Beautifully illustrated. – Positive News

 
 www.kitchenmedicine.co.uk

Kitchen
Medicine

Household remedies
for common ailments

Kitchen Medicine
Julie Bruton-Seal and Matthew Seal

This is the best book I have ever seen on this subject 
and I just want to buy it for everyone I know! (It) is a 
great resource, an inspiration, a thing of great beauty 
and healing. Everyone should have a copy in their 
kitchens! – Permaculture

They have harnessed the power of the store-cupboard 
to produce a new book that lifts the lid on a whole new 
pharmacy at our fingertips. – Eastern Daily Press

Wonderful photographs, historical notes and anecdotes, 
illustrations, recipes and a quick reference by ailment, 
combine to produce a practical and beautiful book.  
– The Landsman

Why go out and buy medicines when you probably 
have something that can be used already? Beautifully 
illustrated. – Positive News 
Hardback 224pp 246x189mm  208 colour photos         £16.99

Hedgerow

Medicine

Harvest and Make your own 

Herbal Remedies

Julie Bruton-Seal 

& Matthew SealBestseller!

Features the  
famous onion  

poultice chesty 
cough remedy

Our lockdown 
bestseller!

Green Clean Your Home
Manfred Neuhold
You want your home, your clothes and your car to be 
really clean. You don’t want to put harmful chemicals 
down the drains, nor to breathe them indoors. 
And maybe you would like to save money at the same 
time, and to enjoy the creative satisfaction of making 
your own simple cleaning agents.
‘What an interesting book! I’ve been using nature-friendly 
cleaners for many years but never thought to make my own. I am 
really impressed with the range of recipes featured.’  
    – Permaculture magazine
‘160 easy recipes to inspire people to make their own cleaning 
products, ranging from washing up liquids to rust removers, 
from dishwasher powders to air fresheners. And don’t be 
frightened off. Chances are you already have got everything 
you need in your kitchen. You can get by with just a few basic 
materials, which are combined in different ways depending on 
the intended use.    – Shropshire Star

Hardback 224pp 246x189mm
286 colour photos    £16.99

The WI Country Woman’s Year 1960
‘Covers everything from cider-making and hedgerow basketry to public 
speaking and committee-meeting protocol.’ – WI Life

The WI
Country
Woman’s 
Year 1960

The year is 1960 and 
women across the British 
countryside are busy baking 
bread, smocking, public 
speaking, producing cider, 
weaving baskets from the 
hedgerow, making clotted 
cream, growing herbs – and 
generally having fun.

Here’s how to make:
✴ Old-fashioned Sweets 
✴ Hand and Face Cream
✴ A Christmas Wreath
✴ Your own Cleaning Products
✴ Lamp Shades, Soft Toys,    
 Gloves, Rugs, Quilts    
 Corn Dollies & Stage Props
Also learn how to:
✴ Hang wallpaper 
✴ Market your Home Produce 
✴ Plant Indoor Bulbs
✴ Play great Parlour Games
✴ Run a Committee

9 781910 723456

ISBN 978-1-910723-45-6

Th
e W

I Country W
om

an’s Year 1960£15.99

Hardback 320pp 234x156mm  £15.99 
149 b/w illustrations

Special retro 
cloth cover

GREEN CLEAN YOUR HOME GREEN CLEAN YOUR HOME80 81

DISINFECTANT SCOURING POWDER WITH LEMON 

150g bicarbonate of soda

30g dried lemon balm leaves

zest of a lemon 

15 drops essential citrus oil

The dried leaves of the lemon balm are ground in a pestle and mortar to a coarse 
powder, mixed with the bicarbonate of soda and zest of a lemon, then sprinkled 
with the essential citrus oil. Mix well and store in an airtight container. The scouring 
powder is spread on the surface to be cleaned, scrubbed with a wet cloth or sponge 
and then rinsed thoroughly with water. Not only is the sink or bath clean, but 
bacteria and germs are eliminated and disposed of down the drain. This scouring 
agent has an immense antibacterial and germicidal effect! 

DISINFECTANT SCOURING POWDER WITH ROSEMARY

100g bicarbonate of soda

100g washing soda

30g dried rosemary leaves

15 drops essential rosemary oil

The dried rosemary leaves are ground to a coarse powder in a mortar. Then mix the 
powder with bicarbonate of soda and washing soda and sprinkle the mixture with 
the essential rosemary oil. Mix well so that the essential oil comes into contact with 
all the powder, then pour into an airtight container.

         
This scouring powder smells like a garden. And the crushed rosemary leaves 
improve the scrubbing effect enormously!
 

DISINFECTANT SCOURING  
POWDER WITH LEMON

STEP
2

STEP
4

STEP
1

STEP
3

STEP
5

Finely grate the rind of the lemon.

Sprinkle the mixture with  
essential oil ...

Grind the lemon balm in a pestle and 
mortar to a coarse powder.

Mix lemon balm, lemon zest and 
bicarbonate of soda in a biscuit or 

coffee tin. 

... and shake vigorously.

• smocking
• upholstery repairs
• bread-making
• lampshades
• Christmas wreaths
• wallpapering
• corn dollies
• Welsh quilting
• crystallised flowers
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A Year in 
Shropshire
Mike and John Hayward 

Two of Shropshire’s finest 
photographers have 
collaborated to showcase 
the county they love in over 
160 stunning images.  
Here is Shropshire at its 
glorious best.

Hbk 192pp 260x214mm 160 colour photos   £20

Mike and John Hayward are a  
father-and-son team of professional 
landscape photographers with a great 
passion for their native Shropshire.

Mike and John are both Shropshire lads 
based in Shifnal. Their stunning images 
appear in books, national newspapers and 
magazines, and are used extensively by top 
calendar and greetings card publishers.  

Together they run the Shropshire and 
Beyond photographic library, which 
showcases the very best that the county  
has to offer. 

Mike is a former newspaper 
photographer who, in addition to his 
famous landscapes, has an extensive 
archive of classic British motor sport 
images. John studied media production 
at university and still works with creative 
video, although he prefers to concentrate 
on still photography. His work is used 
extensively by national and international 
picture agencies.

Research and the captioning in this book 
is by Lynne Hayward, a professional 
journalist who has worked on local and 
regional newspapers and now writes for 
national magazines.

ISBN 978-1-910723-38-8

Two of Shropshire’s finest photographers, 
father and son Mike and John Hayward, 
have collaborated to showcase the county 
they love in over 160 stunning images. 

They have captured the unusual shots 
which offer a new slant on our familiar 
and much-loved sights.

Here is Shropshire at its glorious best:
 • Ironbridge under a dusting of snow
 • Wild ponies on the Long Mynd
 • Bridgnorth’s High Rock in autumn   
  colours
 • The ancient holly grove on  
  the Stiperstones
 • Frozen canal boats at Ellesmere
 • Spectacular colour in the Dingle,   
  Shrewsbury
 • Ludlow in the grip of a hoar frost

Moving throughout the year, from 
spring to winter, and covering every 
corner of Shropshire from tiny hamlets to 
our proud towns and monuments,  
this collection is a breathtaking tribute  
to this diverse, unspoilt and often 
overlooked part of England.

Cover photo: Clun Castle on a frosty autumn morning.

Back cover: Caer Caradoc looking north-east towards 
the Lawley and the Wrekin.

A Year in 
Shropshire

A Year in  Shropshire

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MIKE AND JOHN HAYWARD
9 781910 723388

ISBN 978-1-910723-38-8

Shropshire 
as you’ve never seen it before A Year in 

Shropshire

£20

Top Jacket.indd   1 03/05/2017   15:27

Shropshire Lad  
A.E. Housman
A beautiful photographic 
edition of Housman’s 
classic poem.
‘Evocative photographs 
of the Shropshire 
countryside, and a 
typically illuminating 

introduction by Professor 
Christopher Ricks.’  – Daily Mail

Hardback  128 pages  91 colour photos  £20  

Nearest Earthly Place to Paradise
Shropshire’s landscape has inspired writers over the centuries. 
Extracts from Charles Dickens to Tom Sharpe, from AE 
Housman to Bill Bryson are matched with stunning photographs.

Hardback  128pp  260x214mm  60 colour photos  ribbon bookmark     

£20

Shropshire from dawn to dusk
John & Mike Hayward

Father and son professional photographers 
John and Mike Hayward have worked 
together to share their enthusiasm for the 
county they live in and love. Their joy in the 
Shropshire landscapes, towns and villages 
shines through on every page. 
The dedication needed to catch that shot of hot 
air balloons hovering over Old Oswestry hill fort 
in early morning, or sunset at Pole Bank pond, the 
highest point on the Long Mynd, cannot be over-
estimated. 
And the pleasure they take in capturing the people of 
this county – from the Severn Valley Railway steam 
enthusiasts at Highley, to cricketers at the idyllic 
village ground at Burwarton, to the priest blessing his 
congregation in the dodgem cars at Ludlow’s May Fair 
– is clear from every shot.
Hardback 224pp 260x214mm 164 colour photos + map       £20

‘A wonderful celebration of 
the beauty and diversity of 
Shropshire – one of England’s 
most glorious counties.’  
         – What’s What magazine

‘A collective 
love-letter to 
Shropshire’
 – Shropshire 

magazine

8

Wild Flowers of Britain   Margaret Erskine Wilson         £8.99
Over 1,000 British and Irish flowers are represented in this book and 
today it still serves Margaret Wilson’s original purpose – it is an easy way to 
learn the names of our delicate and beautiful wild flowers. 

An exquisite little book, perfectly sized for a walker’s rucksack.
Her work is remarkable for the joy with which she captures the plants. 
Reading Wild Flowers of Britain makes you want to rush out and explore 
the countryside yourself. – Daily Mail

This book is a botanical treasure trove. As the wild flowers come in to 
bloom, they are captured in vivid style and named in the accompanying 
panel. Particularly useful when learning the names of hedgerow flowers. 
This unique tome is top notch. – The Field

Hardback 176pp 168x143mm 148 watercolour paintings of wild flowers
Bestseller!

Perfect little hardback gifts.....

Hardback  96pp   
43 colour paintings   
168x143mm                £8.99

The Anniversary Book
Steve Palin
Any couple who have stayed together happily over 
the years have much to celebrate.
Steve Palin, author and artist of the bestselling book 
A Murmuration of Starlings, displays here which 
gifts, modern or traditional, mark which particular           
anniversary of ‘staying together’, from the romantic 
first to the romantic last….
The symbols and themes of love are explained and 
beautifully illustrated here 
– from flowers, 
gemstones, 
practical or 
luxurious gifts to 

large or small love tokens. In watercolours and 
words are the gifts you might like to give on 
your anniversary, for each passing year…

A Murmuration  
of Starlings
The Collective Nouns of Animals and Birds                          

£7.99

A flock of birds, even a skein of geese perhaps – but a cete of badgers or a 
grist of bees? An unkindness of ravens, exultation of skylarks, parliament of 
owls, sounder of boars, wisp of snipe – these and many other fascinating 
collective nouns are described and illustrated by Steve Palin in this 
thoroughly researched little book. 
‘I could just not put it down – superb!’ – Highland Times

        Hardback  112pp  168x143mm 50 colour illustrations   

9
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In this entertaining, informative series, all the events which put that county on the map are included:  
the battles, its discoveries, famous industries, heroes and villains, tragedies and triumphs.
It Happened in Shropshire   £9.99    It Happened in Lancashire  £9.99
It Happened in Gloucestershire  £7.99  It Happened in Lincolnshire  £9.99

All in this series are: 
paperbacks,  
224 pages 
210x148mm format, 
and with b/w photos 
throughout

It happened in lancash
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9 781906 122393

ISBN 978-1-906122-39-3

From the world’s largest tripe factory to the Battle of Wigan 
Lane; from the Peterloo massacre to the first British canal – 
Lancashire can claim it all. 

It was one of the poorest parts of Britain due to its diffi-
cult terrain, poor soil, estuaries and bogs, but it went on 
to become one of the wealthiest through coal, cotton and 
slavery. 

 It has suffered some of the greatest tragedies: the massacre 
of the Accrington Pals in 30 minutes of the First World War; 
countless pit disasters; the pounding of the Blitz.

But it replied by producing some of the greatest 
comedians: from George Formby to Ken Dodd to Peter Kay. 
Not to mention the many great cricketers, rugby players and 
footballers.

A lively and informative book.

£7.99

ConsiliumIn Consilio

Malcolm
Greenhalgh

It happened in
lancashIre

Land’s End to John 
O’Groats
Helen Shaw & Bob 
Shelmerdine

‘Explores the entire route but 
splits it into seven easy stages, 
encouraging ramblers to 
undertake the epic overland 

odyssey piece by piece rather than in one arduous and 
time-consuming go. Filled with beautiful photography, it’s an 
evocative first-hand account of the journey. – Daily Express 
 
Hardback  192pp 214x230mm  160 colour photos    £14.99

The Forest of Bowland  Helen Shaw
‘A captivating and fascinating new book, packed with stunning images 
from the camera of professional photographer Helen Shaw, many of 
Bowland’s secret places are uncovered in spectacular fashion. Find a 
peaceful corner, dip into this enchanting new book and enjoy Bowland 
in all its unforgettable splendour.’ – Lancashire Evening Post

‘This splendid book contains outstanding colour photos and 
informative, explanatory text. It also represents great value for money 
and will give lasting pleasure.’ – This England

Hardback  192pp  214x230mm  188 colour photos                 £14.99

The Pennines  Helen Shaw
Captures the breathtakingly beautiful UK spine that is just a few 
minutes’ drive from many of our homes. I cross the Pennines a 
number of times each year to visit the in-laws and this book will now 
be a companion as I seek to learn about the landscapes I can see.
                                                     – Manchester Evening News
 Helen Shaw’s stunning photography celebrates this magnificent 
range of hills and moors – the backbone of England. – Evergreen

Hardback  192pp  214x230mm  200 colour photos           £14.99

Extraordinary Villages
Tony Francis
There are enough extraordinary 
villages in the UK to keep you travelling 
for a lifetime.

‘Over 50 villages, all 
with special stories 
to tell.’ – Lancashire 
Life

Hardback  224pp  
214x230mm
178 colour photos 

   £14.99

   

9 781910 723982

ISBN 978-1-910723-98-2

£14.99

A great deal is known about Ludlow and this 
illustrated history traces its fascinating development 
from Anglo-Saxon times right up to the present day. 
This book tells the town’s story in which many of the 

great dramas of English history have been played 
out. There were times of plague and pestilence, 

tremendous wealth, royal connections, local quarrels 
and the ructions of the Civil War. All have shaped the 

course of Ludlow, one of England’s most  
beautiful market towns.

Front cover: The tower of St Laurence’s, seen from Broad Street (© John Hayward)
Back cover: Ludlow Castle (© Mark Ansell)
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The Concise History of 

David Lloyd

LUDLOW

9 781913 159214

ISBN 978-1-913159-21-4

LUDLOWat leisure
a country town at play 1800-1950

Derek Beattie

The market town of Ludlow, 
Shropshire has entertained 
itself over the last 150 years 
with events for both rich 
and poor: from cockfighting 
to cycling clubs, from 
genteel balls to rowdy  
tugs-of-war across the river 
Teme.  

Historian Derek Beattie 
has created a very lively, 
highly-illustrated account 
of Ludlow, a traditional, 
thriving town in middle 
England, which shows how 
the local people amused 
themselves when not at 
work. 

It is a snapshot of the 
changing tastes in leisure 
over a century and half, 
captured in fascinating 
original photos and words.

Dr Derek Beattie retired to 
Ludlow from the post of 
Head of History at Blackburn 
College. He was awarded his 
doctorate from Lancaster 
University for a study of the 
implementation of the  
Addison Housing Act 1919. 

He is on the committee of the 
Ludlow Historical Research 
Group and has given many 
talks on local history, both in 
Lancashire and Shropshire.

ISBN 978-1-913159-21-4

Front cover: A group of young children 
sitting on the Whitcliffe  

(© Shropshire Museum Service)

‘Videnimo luptae idus queGiatium acculparunt inis 
maximi, con re nobis sequi nus, nientias et alitatem 
ducit erum qui cum aperchi llenihit esendem aut 
adit ped quatem id quam voluptam dolupidio beri 
ditas dignime nosapitas dolectio tem que natur 
adigendis et doluptur sequamus, con eos senima 
arunt restrumque as ditas nest volecullatur molesto 
cume doluptae rae essinum facim eatur, unt, a 
aperiorumqui doluptur susapitibus 
at imus inimusciis voluptatem 
volecullendi dis et, omnim nobis.’

Lancing rings at the Castle Bowls and Tennis Club on the Linney 

£14.99
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                   at leisure  D
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Ludlow at Leisure
A country town at play 1800-
1950
Derek Beattie
The market town of Ludlow, Shropshire 

has entertained itself over the last 150 years with events for 
both rich and poor: from cockfighting to cycling clubs, from 
genteel balls to rowdy tugs-of-war across the local river.  
Historian Derek Beattie has created a very lively, highly-
illustrated account of Ludlow, a traditional, thriving town in 
middle England, which shows how the local people amused 
themselves when not at work.

The Concise History of Ludlow
David Lloyd                     Now in colour                        
A great deal is known about Ludlow and this illustrated history 
traces its fascinating development from Anglo-Saxon times right 
up to the present day. David Lloyd tells the town’s story in which 
many of the great dramas of English history have been played 
out. There were times of plague and pestilence, tremendous 
wealth, royal connections, local quarrels and the ructions of 
the Civil War. All have shaped the course of Ludlow, one of 
England’s most beautiful market towns.

Paperback 192pp 234x156mm colour/bw photos  £14.99

Hardback 256pp 126x138mm 147 b/w photos    16.99

New in
paperback

New 
Edition

New
Edition

The Temptation & Downfall of 
the Vicar of Stanton Lacy     
Peter Klein           £12
Over 300 years ago, the charismatic 
Reverend Robert Foulkes arrived at 
his wealthy parish of Stanton Lacy, 
Shropshire. There he set off a chain 
of events which led to his hanging at 
Tyburn in 1679.

‘A cracking true story brilliantly told.’ 
        – The Independent

Pb with flaps  224pp 216x138mm  39 b/w pictures 

True 
Story

Myddle
Life and times 
of a Shropshire 
farmworker’s 
daughter  
1911-1928
Hardback    
£12

Vit quas est ea eatenti aepedit as ad quidit aut 
qui non porat.Otam re nesendit quae int atu-
met quunt essi quam elliquodis solut moles aut.

9 781910 723289

ISBN 978-1-910723-28-9

Myddle
The life and times of a

Shropshire 
farmworker’s daughter 

in the 1920s

Helen Ebrey

BENEATH
SAFER SKIES

A Child Evacuee in Shropshire

Anthea Toft

    BENEATH SAFER SKIES   A
nthea Toft

A fascinating snap-shot of the 
farming communities and a lost 
way of rural life in Shropshire 
during the Second World War 
– as seen through the eyes of a 
child evacuee

9 781906 122652

ISBN 978-1-906122-65-2

Anthea Toft was born in Kent, 
but moved as a child evacuee 
to Shropshire during World War 
II. She later trained as a teacher 
and returned to live in the county 
to work with blind children. 
Between 1978-90 she and her 
husband ran a home and rural 
training centre on a smallholding 
in the Shropshire hills with the 
help of a group of young people  
with special needs. 
Today she lives in retirement in 
Church Stretton, Shropshire.

ISBN 978-1-906122-65-2

Front cover: Anthea holding a lamb, with 
Mr Pugh in their Sunday best.
Back cover images (top to bottom): Heinkel 
bombers, with school friends on the bridge 
at Mainstone, letter from mother to father, 
ration book, hop-pickers in Kent.

Fleeing the heavy bombing 
in Kent in 1940, Anthea Toft 
was eight years old when she 
arrived with her mother to live 
on a remote farm in deepest 
Shropshire. The contrast between 
her sheltered middle class life in 
the Home Counties, and that of 
the hard-working rural existence 
of the farming folk with whom 
she found herself, is vividly 
recorded in this remarkable 
account. 

A sensitive and nervous child, 
Anthea recalls with astonishing 
clarity the events that changed her 
young life at that time.

A fascinating snap-shot of the 
farming communities and a lost 
way of rural life in Shropshire 
during the second world war.

Anthea’s account as a child-
evacuee is interspersed with 
photographs and highlights from 
letters written between her parents 
at the time. 

£12

Jacket Safer Skies.indd   1 05/08/2014   13:48

Beneath  
Safer Skies
A child evacuee 
in Shropshire     
Hardback
43 b/w photos 

£12

How the Other 
Half Lived
Ludlow’s working 
classes 1850-1960

Derek Beattie

TB was rife, 
countless houses 

had no running water, and outside 
toilets were shared by several families. 
Ludlow’s poor households often 
numbered eight or more residents, so 
the degree of deprivation becomes 
clear. 
‘Derek Beattie reveals the squalor 
which lay behind the splendour.’

            – Shropshire Star
Hardback  192pp  216x138mm   
92 b/w photos                  

£14.99
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Man-eaters of Kumaon   
Jim Corbett
The presence of a man-eating tiger in the 
impoverished rural community of Nainital  
spread fear and panic among the terrified 
locals. This single tigress had already killed 
over 400 people by the time Jim Corbett was 
approached in 1907 to track and shoot her.
These thrilling and moving tales are Corbett’s 
first-hand accounts as he expertly stalks 
the individual tigers and leopards which 
had become man-eaters, driven by injury 
or extreme old age. Corbett was an avid 

conservationist as well as a tracker and ace shot.

Hardback  272pp 216x138mm 33 Sheppard line drawings           £15.99

                    This elegant edition has 33 original Raymond Sheppard illustrations

Ovington’s Bank
Stanley Weyman                
Ovington’s Bank is a forgotten 
masterpiece from peerless storyteller 
Stanley Weyman, written at the height 
of his powers, and is considered the 
finest of his 24 novels.
Set in 1825, the novel’s themes are as 
relevant today as then. This is a tale 
of tension between traditional values 
and modern opportunities; between 

ambition and love; self-denial and passion. 
In this fast-moving story, the unforgettable characters 
feature in a breathtaking stagecoach dash to London, a 
violent mugging, a cunning theft, a desperate bid to keep up 
appearances and the tenderest of love scenes.
‘One of the finest masters of the narrative gift the English 
novel has known.’ – Hugh Walpole

Hardback   416pp 234x156mm    £15.99                                                                                     

The Yellow Earl                 £20 
Douglas Sutherland
The 5th Earl of Lonsdale was perhaps the most 
famous English Lord in the world by the 1880s. 
His reckless spending of a vast fortune, his 
womanising, his love of gambling, horses, hunting 
and boxing rocked Edwardian aristocracy and has 
endeared him to risk-takers and bon-viveurs the 
world over ever since. This biography is a pacey, 
elegant and fascinating tribute to one of British 
aristocracy’s greatest eccentrics.
Hardback   288pp  234x156mm  104 b/w photos

Ascension
The Story of a 
South Atlantic 
Island

Duff  
Hart-Davis
Bleak, volcanic 
Ascension 
Island, 800 
miles from its 

nearest neighbour St Helena, was 
described by a Victorian naval officer 
as ‘one of the strangest places on the 
face of the earth’. 

Hardback 256 pages 234x156mm 
Colour/bw photos   

£16.99

All 
royalties go 

to The Corbett 
Tiger Reserve in 
northern India

12
Chalk and Cheese
Flyfishing on my French chalkstream

Charles Hamer
Many flyfishers dream of casting into the 
gently swaying weed of a crystal-clear 
chalkstream in the early summer months. 
But how many of us have the opportunity to 
do so on a French chalkstream, alive with 
beautiful wild brown trout?
Such was the opportunity that arose for 
avid fisherman Charles Hamer, and this idyll turned into 
paradise when he was later given the chance to actually 
buy his beloved beat. 
Here is his delightful tale of falling in love with a stretch 
of the Andelle, of then owning 
it, of seeking the co-operation of his delightful and 
sometimes eccentric French neighbours, and of 
gradually improving the fishing there and restoring 
a rambling fishing home on the banks. It is the stuff of 
dreams and he knew it.

Hardback 192pp 216x138mm
Original b/w illustrations   £14.99

‘Licaborum rerum arcite sinis aut quatis eos ex 
et quis qui omnihilia simus suntiandior sae eu-
mquod itiunt qui raeperi bearum dipsam aut 
voloris apient. aut ut faceperro.
Simus suntiandior quis qui omnihilia sae eum-
quod itiunt qui raeperi.
Suntiandior sae eumquod itiunt qui raeperi 
bearum dipsam aut voloris api-
ent. Autat faceperro.’

The Song of the Solitary Bass Fisher
The Song of theSolitary Bass  Fisher
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9 781906 122430

ISBN 978-1-906122-43-0

d

James ‘Leakyboots’ Batty

James Batty is known to his 
international army of online 
followers as ‘Leakyboots’.
He started fishing at the age of 
four. In the sixty-some years that 
have passed since then, he has 
lived in the Sudan, Tanzania, the 
Gambia, Botswana, the USA, and 
the UK; and it goes without saying 
that a rod never has been far from 
his hand. He funded his fishing 
habit by working as a teacher, an 
accountant, and an international 
management consultant.  Born in 
Cornwall, James came home about 
twenty years ago to the rocks and 
beaches of his childhood, and to 
the bass he loves to pursue.

ISBN 978-1-910723-79-1

James Batty seldom ventures 
further than 20 miles from his 
Cornish home. He fishes from the 
rocks and beaches in a handful of 
places and that is enough for him.
Generous with his knowledge and 
full of fresh ideas, Batty catches 
bass with lures, flies and bait. It’s 
a myth, he says, that you need 
expensive gear – he beaches plenty 
of big bass yet is a tackle skinflint. 
He loves to fish in those pre-dawn 
hours beloved of insomniacs, when 
the tide brings the big feeding bass 
close in to the shore. 
The book’s real focus is on 
understanding bass behaviour, then 
using that understanding to work 
out the place, time and method. 
Some bass-fishers obsess over 
conditions – too flat, too rough, 
too something. James Batty offers 
ideas as to how to catch bass in any 
weather or sea-state.
His book isn’t just about the 
hows-and-whys of bass fishing, it is 
a wry look at life and it will make 
the reader laugh – a lot.

£14.99

Cult book!

Hardback  192pp    216x138mm    black & white photos & illustrations        £14.99 

Song of the Solitary Bass Fisher
Author James Batty seldom ventures further than 20 miles 

from his Cornish home. He fishes from the rocks and beaches 
in a handful of places and that is quite enough for him. Generous with his 
knowledge and full of fresh ideas, Batty catches bass with lures, flies and 
bait. He loves to fish in those pre-dawn hours beloved of insomniacs, when 
the tide brings the big feeding bass close in shore. 

The book’s real focus is on an understanding of bass behaviour, then 
using that understanding to work out the place, time and method. 

Some bass-fishers obsess over conditions – too flat, too rough, too 
something. James Batty offers ideas as to how to catch bass in any weather 
or sea-state.

His book isn’t just about the hows-and-whys of bass fishing, it is full of 
fishing accounts and notable catches and it will make the reader laugh – a lot.

‘Once in a while I run into a fisher who peers at my beach outfit with obvious contempt. “I only ever 
fish artificials,” I’ll hear, with the sort of tone you’d expect for “I only ever have sex with bipeds.” Just 
an opinion, but I think fishing snobs are twits. There’s a fine line between being a purist and being a 
pain-in-the neck bigot. Live and let fish, I say.’

9 781913 159221

ISBN 978-1-913159-22-1

Flyfishing on  
my French chalkstream

Charles Hamer

A lightly-fished French chalkstream, 
alive with beautiful wild brown trout; 
an idyllic, ramshackle little farmhouse 
on its banks: the opportunity arose and 

one man took the bait...

C
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Charles Hamer was a keen 
flyfisherman who loved his 
stretch of chalkstream on the 
Andelle, Normandy, where he and 
his family have a second home. 

Charles was a successful importer 
and designer of furnishing fabrics 
who went on to run luxury fabric 
company Petheron, later becoming 
MD of Jean Monro Ltd. Apart 
from fishing, he loved horse racing 
and fine wines, also marketing Pol 
Roger in the UK. 

Charles died a few months after 
completing this book about the 
French chalkstream he loved  
to fish.

ISBN 978-1-913159-22-1

Front cover: chalkstream and ranunculus  
© Dick Hawkes/Alamy stock photo

Back cover: The Andelle

Many flyfishers dream of casting 
across the gently swaying fronds 
of ranunculus in a crystal-clear 
chalkstream at mayfly time. 

But how many of us have the 
opportunity to do so on a French 
chalkstream, alive with beautiful 
wild brown trout?

Such was the opportunity that 
arose for avid fisherman Charles 
Hamer, and this idyll turned into 
paradise when he was later given 
the chance to actually buy his 
beloved beat. 

Here is his delightful tale of 
falling in love with a stretch of 
the Andelle, of eventually owning 
it, of seeking the co-operation of 
his sometimes eccentric French 
neighbours and local craftsmen, 
and of gradually improving the 
fishing there and restoring a 
rambling fishing home on the 
banks. 

It is the stuff of dreams and he 
knew it.

£14.99

Chalk  
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Hardback 256pp 276x216mm  210 colour photos  £30 

The Tack Room    
Paula Sells
This sumptuous book offers 
a new way to look at our 
horsemanship: tack reflects 
our social history and our 
changing attitude to the 
horse over the last 300 years. 
Paula Sells shows how the 
tack used in 27 different 
equine disciplines has 

become specialised for each one – and she writes 
about the people who work in those fields. 

Horse 
Games
One man’s search 
for the tribal horse 
games of Asia and 
Africa 
Bob Thompson 
travels to some 
of the world’s 

most remote places to fulfil his 
passion for seeing, while they still 
remain, the last vestiges of the 
skills of the war horse.        

Bob Thompson

Horse 
Games

One man’s search for the tribal  
horse games of Asia and Africa
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From the buzkashi horsemen in 
Afghanistan and Mongolia, to 
the dancing horses of Mali and 
the mounted Oromo spearmen of 
Ethiopia, Bob Thompson has spent 
decades travelling, often by battered 
local buses, to the most difficult 
outreaches of the world to discover 
the last remaining tribal horse games 
of Asia and Africa.

He covers Gilgit polo, visits the 
Ethiopian national stud, watches cirit 
and tent-pegging, and his journey 
takes him to such exotic places as 
Cameroon, Burkina Faso, Iran and 
Pakistan.

Bob Thompson travels to some of the 
world’s most remote places to fulfil 
his passion for seeing, while they still 
remain, the last vestiges of the skills 
of the war horse. 

9 781910 723753

ISBN 978-1-910723-75-3

Bob Thompson started riding at the 
age of six and he rode in his first 
point-to-point at sixteen. He was 
commissioned into The Life Guards 
(Household Cavalry) in 1966.

He left the army to be the horse-
coper for an expedition looking for 
the lost city of Firozkoh in central 
Afghanistan. While watching a 
game of buzkashi he was told 
that a banned ancient horse game 
was still played somewhere in 
eastern Turkey. That was the start 
of his lifelong quest to record 
the remaining tribal horse games 
around the world.

When not travelling (although 
he also found time to race at 
Cheltenham!) he and his wife Sue 
farm in the Welsh Borders.

ISBN 978-1-910723-75-3

Front cover: buzkashi players © Shutterstock
Back cover: eagle-hunting horsemen in 
Mongolia © Bob Thompson
Front flap: Ethiopian gugse player © Bob 
Thompson

£20

From the plains of Mongolia, to the barren mountains 
of Afghanistan, to the rolling hills of Manipur, Bob 
Thompson searches out the horsemen and the traditional 
warrior games they play. He follows rumours, 
suggestions and definite sightings, taking him to the 
most remote corners of the globe where these tribal 
horse games are still clinging on. Some people are 
friendly, some outright hostile. 

It is a story of amazing horsemanship and of people in 
the 21st century trying to preserve a way of life that has 
been taken over by the car and the Kalashnikov. 

There are glimpses of ancient cultures where horses and 
men spent long hours training for battle. In their horse 
games today, the mutual trust between 
horse and rider, both working to the 
same end, can still be witnessed.

Jacket.indd   1 04/05/2018   18:37

Hardback  288pp 234x156mm  
117 colour / bw photos              £20

Saddletramp  A horseback journey from 
central Turkey to the author’s hometown in Wales.

Hardback  224pp  234x156mm  b/w photos   £16.99

Vagabond
Jeremy James
From Bulgaria to Berlin 
on horseback. 

Hb  224pp  234x156mm   
b/w photos         £16.99

The Ride of my Life
Memoirs of a Sporting Editor

MICHAELCLAYTON

How ironic, it occurred to me, to die as a travelling referee in the 1975 International Driving Grand Prix in Windsor Great Park, when I could have done it so much more  easily reporting the Vietnam War.

Michael Clayton is author of over 20 books on equestrianism and hunting. He was the Editor of Horse & Hound for over two decades, and gained a wide following for his weekly column “Foxford’s Hunting Diary” which entailed hunting with over 200 packs of hounds throughout the British Isles and in North America. 
He was formerly an international TV and radio reporter for the BBC, including war reporting in Vietnam, Cambodia and the Middle East.

Front cover © ShutterstockBack cover: After a Long Hard Campaign by the distinguished artist Frederick J. Haycock, a picture presented to Michael Clayton on his retirement as editor of Horse 
and Hound.

Michael Clayton has enjoyed a fascinating career as a professional journalist on Fleet Street – but the highlight of his career was his work as an editor and journalist in the field of horses, and with hunting horses in particular.
This is his autobiography in horses: his boyhood work in local stables, his first post as a cub reporter, leading eventually to his appointment as editor of Horse & Hound magazine. 

Here he talks frankly about his involvement with the Royal family and their horses, his roving hunting brief, the development of new safety standards in riding, and all the key characters of the equine world whom he got to know first-hand. He worked as a reporter of horse-racing, show-jumping, carriage driving (disastrous!) and with almost all the hunts of Britain, Ireland and the USA. Michael also recalls the time of the hunting ban, among other key moments.His account, with photographs, is witty, incisive, pacey and very frank.
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9 781910 723210

ISBN 978-1-910723-21-0

£20

The Ride of my Life
Michael Clayton has worked 
as a reporter of horse-
racing, show-jumping, 
carriage driving (disastrous!) 
and with almost all the 
hunts of Britain, Ireland 
and the USA. He talks 
frankly about his involvement with the Royal 
family and their horses, his roving hunting 
brief, and all the colourful characters of the 
equine world he got to know first-hand. His 
account, with photographs, is witty, incisive 
and pacey.
Hardback 288pp 234x156 b/w photos  £20

Racingman’s 
Bedside Book
Brilliant pieces by 
Evelyn Waugh, Philip 
Larkin and Jeffrey 
Bernard, et al.
Hardback  £18.95

The Byerley Turk   Jeremy James
This is the true story of the most remarkable horse in history.
The Byerley Turk was born in the Balkans in 1678, becoming 
one of the finest fighting horses in the Ottoman cavalry. 
His capture by the English at the Siege of Buda was the start of an extraordinary 
adventure across Europe and back to England. He is even recorded at the Battle of 
the Boyne.
‘Reads like a flamboyant historical novel!’ – Irish Times
Paperback 416 pages 210x148mm   £9.99

Bestseller!

Right Royal
John Masefield
The great racing ballad 
by the Poet Laureate 
John Masefield. Superbly 
illustrated by Cecil Aldin.
LIMITED EDITION   
Hardback with special 
endpapers and bookmark   
96 pages  246x189mm

£20

Horse Racing 
Terms
An illustrated guide by 
Rosemary Coates

A day at the races can 
be a confusing time. No 
longer will you be out of 
the loop when the talk 
turns to: • Steeplechasers  
• Maiden Stakes  
• A Weaver • Gone to Post 
• Bumpers • On the Nod  
• An Each-way bet  
      ... and much more!

Hardback 144pp 
168x143mm   
100 original watercolours        
£8.99

Hammer Guns  Diggory Hadoke
‘I believe that nothing made in the twentieth century compares favourably with 
the best hammer guns made by the real artisans of the British gun trade: made 
in the days before celebrity engravers signed their work or CNC machinery 
standardised every part.’ – Diggory Hadoke

Hardback  224pp  276x216mm  over 400 stunning colour photos   £30                                               

The British Boxlock Gun & Rifle  
‘This book is fantastic and exceeded my highest 
expectations in content, production quality and value.’  
                                                             – Robert Whinnen

Hardback  224pp  276x216mm  400 colour photos   £30

Vintage Guns 
Collecting, Restoring & Shooting Classic Firearms
‘Absolutely bursting with information and gun lore.’ 
 – Sporting Gun 
‘Quite simply the best all-round book I’ve read about 
acquiring, using and appreciating British Shotguns.’ 
 – Shooting Sportsman 

Hdbk  224 pages  276x216mm  280 colour / 20 b/w photos   £30

Sporting Gun’s  
Bedside 
Companion
Irishman Douglas 
Butler tells his best 
shooting stories 
featuring pheasant, 
mallard, geese, 
hares, mink, even an 
old wild goat.

The perfect gift for the shooting man as 
this highly entertaining collection covers 
the sport of shooting in all its variety.

Hardback 192pp  234x156mm              
£15.99 
                             

The Airgun  
Hunter’s Year
Ian Barnett   
‘One of the most informative 
airgun hunting books ever written.’  
 – Airgun Shooter
Hardback 224pp 246x189mm   
Over 200 colour photos             £20      

BASC Gameshooter’s  
Pocket Guide  Michael Brook
Guidance on proofing law, game 
licences, shot sizes, shooting season 
dates, shoot day responsibilities, usual 
rules, shooting terms, gundog handling, 
gun safety, checklists, and shooting 
etiquette etc. 

Paperback 192pp 198x129mm  17 b/w illustrations  £7.99

GAMESHOOTER’S 
Pocket Guide

Michael Brook

The Essential Handbook
for the Sporting Gun

• Wanting the latest BASC guidance? 
• Sudden invitation to a shoot and   
 feeling a bit rusty?  
• New to shooting?   
• Shooting a different species to your  
 usual one?

9 781906 122591

ISBN 978-1-906122-59-1

The

The invaluable pocket book  
for everyone who shoots 

It includes: up-to-date proofing law, game licences, 
shot size advice for all the species, best practice for 
despatch and carriage of game, shooting season 
dates. 
And for the relative newcomer, much invaluable 
advice: • what to expect from a shooting day 
• your responsibilities • usual shoot rules • dress 
code • shooting terms explained • gundog handling 
• gun safety • checklist of what to take • plus many 
sound tips on how to ensure an enjoyable sporting 
day for you and your fellow guns. 

Cover: Driven shoot in the snow. 
Photo by Celine Penistone-Bird © BASC.

£7.99
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Diggory Hadoke

VINTAGE 
GUNS

Diggory Hadoke was born in 

Hereford in 1967. He has been 

involved with British sporting guns 

since childhood.

He is a regular contributor to several 

magazines including: Rifle Shooter, 

Sporting Shooter, The Double Gun 

Journal and Gun Trade News. xxx 

xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xx 

xxxx xxxxx.

He regularly appears on television as 

a gun and hunting expert.

His other books The British Boxlock 

Gun & Rifle (2012) and Hammer 

Guns in Theory & Practice (2016)

are also published by Merlin Unwin 

Books.

Diggory runs a shooting lodge 

in Ludlow, Shropshire, xx xxxx 

xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx and is the 

director of Vintage Guns Ltd (www.

vintageguns.co.uk), specialising 

in British sporting gun sales and 

restoration. 

ISBN 978-1-873674-90-1

Front cover photo ©  Gavin Gardiner

of Gavin Gardiner Ltd, Auctioneers Ltd

Back cover photos © Ashleigh Cadet

Vintage gun expert Diggory Hadoke 

(author of Vintage Guns for the Modern 

Shot and The British Boxlock Gun & 

Rifle) has now produced an accessible 

work on the subject for which he is best 

known: the hammer gun. 

With a fascinating mixture of historical 

analysis, practical application and 

personal reflection, he makes a robust 

case for the Victorian hammer gun as 

the finest sporting gun available today, 

just as it was a century ago.

The reader will discover all that is worth 

knowing about the subject: how the 

guns were devised, crafted and used, 

how they were perfected and how they 

work. 

Modern applications are given equal 

weight to historical ones and subjects 

such as the selection of suitable 

ammunition, stripping, refurbishing 

and customising will prove invaluable 

to anyone contemplating taking a 

hammer gun into the field and using it 

as they would a modern gun.

More than a reference book, this is a 

clearly-written guide for owners and 

collectors that will prove invaluable 

for buying and maintaining  Victorian 

hammer guns. 

VINTAGE GUNS

Collecting, Restoring & 

Shooting Classic Firearms

£30

Collecting, Restoring &

Shooting Classic Firearms

9 781873 674901

ISBN 978-1-873674-90-1

This book is jam-packed with all manner of useful advice and 

information. It really struck a chord with me.  

– Shooting Times

Well written with an abundance of sound advice, historic 

anecdote and practical information, all thoroughly illustrated 

with original and rare photographs, line drawings and 

diagrams. An exuberant work by a real enthusiast and expert.  

– Gun Mart

Quite simply, this is the best all-around book I’ve read about 

acquiring, using and appreciating British shotguns. Vintage 

Guns breaks new ground because it is so full of practical 

information in so many different areas. Thorough, lucid and 

well-written. – Shooting Sportsman Magazine, USA

Private Thoughts from a Small Shoot
Laurence Catlow   Illustrations by Ashley Boon

Catlow’s shooting diary records his year as pheasant 
rearer, gamekeeper, forester, dog-handler and all-round 
shooting enthusiast. He has robust views on the right 
to roam, the nanny state, game cookery, friendship, 
disobedient dogs and beloved hats. This is Catlow at the top of his form.

Hardback  192 pages  234x156mm          £17.99
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Hardback 256pp   
276x216mm  
Colour throughout           
 

Bestseller!

The Poacher’s  
Cookbook    Prue Coats
‘I think Prue Coats is the 
greatest game cook today.’  
Clarissa Dickson Wright
‘Attractively laid out and 
interspersed with poaching 
anecdotes and wood 
engraving by Barbara Greg.’ 
 – The Field
Hardback  192 pages 216x138mm  
40 wood engravings                             £11.99          

The Poacher’s  
Handbook    Ian Niall

‘One of the top 10 books for 
men’ – The Times

‘Written with a directness, an 
economy, a lack of affectation 
and a delight in its subject.’  
– The Observer

Hardback  144 pages  216x138mm   
34 wood engravings                         £14.95           

Much Ado About Mutton   Bob Kennard
‘Mutton is one of Britain’s glories – crazily neglected. This is the book to bring 
that neglect to an end.’ – Sheila Dillon, BBC Radio 4 Food Programme

Everything you ever wanted to know about sheep and mutton: how it offers 
sustainable farming today, mutton as a super-meat, mutton recipes, butchery 
tips, lists of mutton breeds, mutton through history such as mutton candles and 
mutton farming round the world. Full colour illustrations.

Hardback  224pp 246x189mm  284 colour photos                 £20  
Bob Kennard

Foreword by HRH Prince of Wales

Much Ado  
About Mutton

‘It being washing day, we had a good pie baked of a leg of mutton;’  
 – Diary of Samuel Pepys, 4 April 1663

‘A little English beef and mutton will soon make a difference.’ 
 – Middlemarch, George Eliot (1819-1880)  

‘What’s a joint of mutton or two in a whole Lent?’ 
 – Henry IV Part 2, William Shakespeare (1564-1616)

‘Now suppose, my pet, that we were married, and you were going to buy a 
shoulder of mutton for dinner, would you know how to buy it?’ 
 – David Copperfield, Charles Dickens (1812-1870) 

‘It was while I was in the carriage, just as we reached the trainer’s house, that the 
immense significance of the curried mutton occurred to me.’ 
 – Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930)
 
‘My manner of living is plain and I do not mean to be put out  
of it. A glass of wine and a bit of mutton are always ready.’
 – George Washington (1732-1799)

M
uch Ado About M

utton Bob Kennard

9 781906 122614

ISBN 978-1-906122-61-4Front cover: Beulah Speckled Face ewes in mid-
Wales (photo by Bob Kennard)
Back cover: Bob Kennard (centre) with his team 
of butchers (2005). Left to right: Damien, Mariusz, 
Kevin and Mark (Head Butcher)
Front flap: Photo by Harriet McDougall, courtesy of 
The National Sheep Association

Mutton once took pride of place on every 
dining table up and down the country. 
It was the nation’s favourite dish. It fed 
us all, from peasant to King. 
Whatever happened to it? 
Bob Kennard explains the decline of 
this nutritious and lucrative commodity 
which once made men rich and kept them 
healthy.
But more importantly, he explains why 

mutton is now poised to make  
a come-back. 

Its extraordinary health and environmental 
benefits are at last being recognised. 
In Much Ado About Mutton, the author 
includes all the latest information:

• Where to buy mutton today

• What to look for in a cut of mutton

• Modern and traditional mutton recipes

• Appraisal of the best mutton breeds

• Directory of UK sheep breeds

• Mutton farming around the world

• Mutton in literature

• Braxy ham, salt marsh mutton, reestit  
 mutton

• Mutton’s benefits to the environment

• New findings: mutton as a super-meat?

Bob Kennard has championed mutton 
for over 20 years and his support for 
independent abattoirs has been honoured 
with a ‘Best Campaigner Award’ from BBC 
Radio 4’s The Food Programme. 
With a degree in Agriculture, as a young 
man he spent over a decade in Nigeria, 
Swaziland and Malawi, working hands-on 
with livestock and small-scale farmers and 
then as an advisory consultant with bodies 
including the World Bank, the African 
Development Bank and the EU. 
Back in the UK, from 1988 to 2008, he 
and his wife Carolyn set up and ran Graig 
Farm Organics, a pioneering and multi-
award-winning organic meat company, 
which worked with local farmers selling 
their mutton and other meat throughout the 
UK. They also established a large organic 
livestock farmers’ marketing group selling 
lamb and beef nationwide. 
Bob was a leading figure in the campaign 
to maintain the UK’s network of small and 
medium-sized abattoirs and cutting plants. 
He has been involved in the development of 
the organic sector in the UK, in the Mutton 
Renaissance group, and as an advisor 
to various bodies including the Welsh 
Government.

ISBN 978-1-906122-61-4

£20
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Feathers – the Game Larder  José Souto & Steve Lee     £25
Steve Lee’s stunning photographs showcase more than the 55 modern, 
international recipes from master game chef José Souto and his culinary friends – 
they impart the beauty of game birds in the field, from source to plate.

• how to pluck, clean, de-bone, butterfly, crown, truss, fillet and stuff game birds
•  step-by-step butchery
•  smoked, barbecued and outdoor recipes
• new ideas for shoot lunches
•  55 modern, international, simple and sophisticated recipes from sloe gin game  
 pie to pheasant tikka to smoky pigeon breast salad, grouse risotto and game 
  and chestnut sausages.

Venison – the Game Larder   José Souto & Steve Lee            

* over 50 innovative international venison recipes
* venison butchery and cuts  * deer from hillside to table
* smoking and curing venison recipes
* over 200 stunning recipe and wildlife photos    
‘It covers everything from the species of deer to the stalk, 
the shot, the butchery and the subsequent succulent feast. 

Souto is a chef who knows his stuff. 
‘The recipes vary from the simple to the adventurous. This is a super 
collaboration between writer and photographer – well laid out and beautifully 
illustrated. It bridges the gap between hunter and home cook and will prove a 
delightful addition to the kitchen book-shelf.’ – The Field 

Hardback 256 pages  276x216mm  Colour throughout      £25

Training your Puppy
Fiona Baird           

There are many puppy-training books, but none so clear, concise and 
coherent as this. And it fits in your pocket for easy training sessions. 
‘A straightforward no-nonsense guide that will help the novice trainer instil the 
basics in any dog and from there of course more advanced training becomes 
a possibility. For those who have had problems with dogs that refuse to come 
when called, the section on strategies for dealing with this will be a godsend.’  
                    – CLA magazine

Flexicover wiro-bound  136pp  198x129mm  52 colour/bw photos     £9.99

Advice from a Gamekeeper
‘Probably the best book written by a 
gamekeeper I have  had the pleasure 
of reading and I fully recommend it.’  
– Scottish Gamekeeper

‘A fantastic account of life behind the 
scenes of a shoot’  
– Shooting Gazette

Hardback  288 pages 234x156mm   
13 Tunnicliffe illustrations                £20

Gamekeeper’s Dog  John Cowan
Experienced Scottish gamekeeper Cowan shares a lifetime’s expertise in 
using and training working dogs. 

Hardback 192pp 234x156mm  b/w illustrations of dog breeds    £20
This book will not only appeal to people who work 
their dogs but also dog lovers in general. I’m sure 
that anyone with an interest in working dogs would 
benefit from adding this book to their collection.  
                     – BASC magazine

What makes The Gamekeeper’s Dog a good read, 
though, are the author’s stories and anecdotes 
that do so much to liven the text. Couple this with 
the wealth of training advice, based on first-hand 
experience, and you have a highly readable and 
useful book.  – Shooting Times

‘This book is crammed with 
fascinating advice but it is also a 
very entertaining read for anyone 
interested in the day-to-day 
challenges and joys of working on a 
busy sporting estate. John Cowan 
remains as enthusiastic as ever  
about his keepering, as is evident in 
this book.’  – The Countryman
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Promises  
to Keep
A British Vet in 
Africa

Hugh Cran
Vet Hugh Cran 
describes his 
daily and nightly 

challenges at the sharp end. He 
remains a dedicated and hard-
working local vet, serving his 
Kenyan community no matter 
what.

Hardback  320 pages  
 234x156mm                £16.99

The 

Naturalist’s  
Bedside 
Book      BB

A new generation 
can now enjoy the 
fine prose and fine 

drawings. An unsurpassed delight. – 
This England

He takes us through a personalised 
rural year in his easy, poetic style.  
          – The Countryman

‘He’s a very good naturalist and, as all 
good naturalists should be, a bit of a 
poet.’ – The Observer
 
Hardback  224pp  234x156mm  

The Way of a 
Countryman Ian Niall

A celebrated countryside classic 
by sportsman and naturalist Ian 
Niall, with Charles Tunnicliffe’s 
matchless illustrations.

Hardback  
176pp   
234x156mm    
23 b/w 
Tunnicliffe 
illustrations        
£16.99        

The Best of 

BB

BB
Illustrated by Denys Watkins-Pitchford

The Best of BB brings together 
in one volume some of the best 
writing and illustration by Denys 
Watkins-Pitchford - better known 
as BB. 
This edition has a larger typeface 
and improved layout from the 
original which was published to 
celebrate BB’s eightieth birthday 
in 1985. It also contains some 
additional BB illustrations, two of 
which have not been seen in print 
before now.  
This anthology contains extracts 
from all his books for adults, and a 
few short extracts from his timeless 
children’s books as well. 
From stories of wildfowling in 
the far north of Scotland to night 
fishing for carp in dark Midland 
pools, from his famous books 
about the white goose, Manka 
the Sky Gipsy, to the Little Grey 
Men (winner of the Carnegie 
Medal) there is something here 
for everyone who loves the British 
countryside and its wildlife.

£18.95
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‘BB is one of the most gifted of nature writers 
and a man who has for the best part of a lifetime 
given such pleasure to those who love the country 

and country matters.’ – Ian Niall, Country Life

Denys Watkins-Pitchford, 
who wrote under the name 
of BB, was born in 1905 and 
died in 1990. He grew up in 
Northamptonshire and spent 
as much time as possible out in 
the woods and fields. 
He studied at the Royal 
College of Art, London and 
later taught art at Rugby 
School from 1930-47.

Also from Merlin Unwin Books:

Countryman’s Bedside Book
Naturalist’s Bedside Book
Shooting Man’s Bedside Book
Racing Man’s Bedside Book
Fisherman’s Bedside Book
Confessions of a Carp Fisher

ISBN 978 1 906122 12 6

Jacket illustrations by BB.
Front cover: Red kites fighting, from 
Summer Road to Wales.
Back cover: Tracking in winter woods, 
from Brendon Chase.

9 781906 122126

ISBN 978-1-906122-12-6

Best of BB 2.indd   1 10/7/10   18:50:59

The Countryman’s 
Bedside Book
‘BB was the finest countryside 
writer of the 20th century’  
                                 – BASC

Hardback  
272 pages  
234x156mm 
48 BB 
illustrations    
£18.95

The Best 
of BB
An anthology
Country 
observations, 
sporting 
pieces, 
children’s 
tales – this 

magnificent collection has it all.

‘A good Christmas present 
for anyone interested in the 
countryside.’ – Highland News
Hardback  320 pages  
234x156mm  73 BB illustrations                                        
                                                 

£20

The 
Shooting  
Man’s 
Bedside 
Book
Compiled  
by BB 

Packed with stirring passages 
for sportsmen to enjoy after 
a day out with the gun. 
Decorative endpapers.

‘It will fan into flames the 
hunter’s instinct which 
smoulders in many an urban 
heart.’ – The Independent

Hardback  224pp  234x156mm   
50 BB engravings       £20

9 781906 122577

ISBN 978-1-906122-57-7

Alastair Jackson 
& Michael Clayton 

A
 Short H
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This new, up-to-date history  
of foxhunting aims to inform,  

to entertain, and thereby enhance 
a sport which for so many has 

become a passion and a  
life-long pleasure. 

Few people hunting today are fully 
aware of the history of their sport. 
Accounts of the subject can be 
somewhat dry and academic. So, in 
an easy and entertaining manner, 
here is a concise summary of how 
this much-misunderstood sport has 
survived and flourished through 
centuries of change, to the benefit 
of the fox and its environment. 

•  Concise chapters gallop  
 through the history of hunting  
 from 1066 to the present day, 
 interspersed with snippets of  
 hunting verse and song

•  Index of foxhunting packs in 
 the UK and North America

•  Specially-commissioned line  
 illustrations of hunting scenes 
 by Alastair Jackson

Hunting is a sport with not only 
a colourful history, but also a 
promising future. The next  
generation still responds with great 
enthusiasm and commitment to the 
appeal of foxhunting, providing 
eager recruits each season to the 
hunting field. 

This book will appeal to social 
historians and all who hunt today.

Michael Clayton has hunted 
with over 200 packs in Britain, 
Ireland and the USA, as editor 
and hunting correspondent for 
Horse and Hound for 24 years. 
Former Editor-in-Chief of 
Country Life and The Field,  
he has also been a BBC TV 
correspondent and is the author 
of over 20 books on hunting 
and equestrianism. 

Alastair Jackson was Director 
of the Masters of Foxhounds 
Association until his recent 
retirement. Previously a Master 
of Foxhounds and huntsman 
for many years, he is also a 
talented writer and illustrator 
who has contributed regularly 
to Horse and Hound. He is the 
author of The Great Hunts and 
is a renowned illustrator of 
many books. 

ISBN 978-1-906122-57-7

A Short History 
of

Foxhunting

£14.99

A Short 
History of 
Foxhunting
Clayton and 
Jackson
An easy, 
concise and 
lively account 

of how this sport has flourished 
through centuries of change. Covers 
the UK, Ireland and USA.

Hbk 144pp 216x138mm 30 drawings   
£14.99

Sport in the 
Fields and 
Woods
Richard Jefferies
‘Evocative, 
informative and, 
at times, very 
touching, his love of 
the countryside and 

wildlife shine through on every page.’  
– Sporting Shooter

Hardback anthology 224pp  234x156mm                
£15.99

Countryman’s 
Creel   £14.99
12 wonderful 
countrysports 
illustrated stories.
Hardback  224pp  
216x138mm 

Racing the Wind
A Cumbrian Childhood

Patricia
Nolan

This powerful and beautifully-
written account is the memoir of 
Patricia Nolan who lived in the tiny 
community of Boot in Cumbria and 
it captures the end of an era in the 
1950s. 

‘When the first organ-transplant 
was taking place, when computers 
were starting to revolutionise our 
lives and television was arriving in 
the sitting-rooms of Britain, in my 
house we were still dipping buckets 
into a stream to make a cup of tea 
and going to bed by candlelight,’ she 
writes.

The tale covers three? years of 
the author’s life, made particularly 
vivid by a traumatic event which 
opens the book, but which goes 
on to depict a poor but close 
rural community with its village 
school, its annual country show, 
its Christmas celebrations and its 
local characters - all set against the 
dramatic back-drop of Scafell and 
the surrounding hills and moors on 
which Patricia and her friends ran 
free.

£12

Patricia Nolan,  published poet and 
novelist, was born in Cumbria and 
attended her local village school 
of Boot before being awarded a  
scholarship to Keswick School. 
Her mother ran the little Boot 
post office. Patricia’s career was 
in teaching and she now lives in 
Belsize Park, London. She served as 
a Justice of the Peace for a decade 
at Willesden Magistrates Court. 

ISBN 978-1-910723-97-5

Front cover: The author aged ??? 

Back cover: Patricia Nolan (second from right) 
with her classmates at Boot Primary School

A post-war childhood in the Lake District village of 
Boot, Eskdale..... iam volore omnit et laborum faces 
voleni consequi utatque eatet laut ex et quibus nia 
sitis con etur autatus qui occum voloritis est volup. 
iam volore omnit et laborum faces voleni consequi 
utatque eatet laut ex et quibus nia sitis con etur auta-
tus qui occum voloritis est volup. 

‘Nosti officiam volore omnit et laborum faces voleni 
consequi utatque eatet laut ex et quibus nia sitis con 
etur autatus qui occum voloritis est voluptam.’

– M.L. Stedman
author of The Light between Oceans

Racing the Wind    Patricia N
olan

9 781910 723975

ISBN 978-1-910723-97-5

Racing the Wind
author photo

Racing the Wind
Patricia Nolan

A powerful and beautifully-written 
record of life in a tiny community in 
the Lake District – it captures the 
end of an era in the 1950s.

‘Warm, funny and moving, Racing 
the Wind is a subtle and uplifting 
study in the power of memory 
and resilience. Acutely and 
authentically evoked it transports 
us to that mysterious tidal zone 
where the distant past laps at the 
shores of the present. An utterly 
delightful read.’ – ML Stedman

Hardback  144pp b/w photos  
216x138mm                           £12

Don’t Worry  
He Doesn’t Bite! 
Cornish postman Liam 
shares, in a series 
of short essays, the 
country characters 
he comes across, the 
unexpected dilemmas 
and dramas he 
encounters as he goes 
about his work.
‘A refreshing celebration of a rural 
community where cheerful workers, like 
Liam, go that extra mile for their neighbours 
or customers.’  
    – Western Morning News

Hardback  216x138mm  160pp                       
               £12

The Flood
Surviving the Deluge

Michael Brown
Brown’s house on the 
Somerset Levels was 
underwater for many weeks. 
First he fought the water, 
pumping and sweeping 
and panicking – then came 
acceptance of defeat, and finally a strange and 
yet rewarding state of marooned calm.
Hardback  224pp 216x138mm        £14.99

Moonlighting    
Michael Brown
‘Charming, funny and engaged 
writing... utterly moving.’ – 
Adam Nicolson

A heart-warming tale of running 
a small family business on a 
shoestring; and a passion for eels 
which has never faded.
Hardback  256pp 234x156mm   
27 line drawings                                       £15.99

       Two gripping sporting thrillers!
Death of a High Flyer D.P. Hart-Davis

‘If you need a page-turner this Christmas, Hart Davis’ tale of social change, 
new money, game shooting and murder fits the bill nicely. Death of a High 
Flyer is filled with characters all of us will recognise… you’ll have it finished by 
Boxing Day.’ – Shooting Gazette
Hardback  256pp  216x138mm  map and line illustrations  £14.99

The Stalking Party  D.P. Hart-Davis
‘A fast-moving and sinister thriller revolving around a wealthy stalking party 
assembled for sport amidst the grandeur of a Scottish deer forest.’   
                                                      – Fieldsports magazine

‘Unusual, gripping whodunnit…. A thoroughly entertaining read. Having picked 
it up, you will not be able to put it down until all is at last revealed. Just the 
thing to take with you to a Scottish sporting house party.’  – British Deer Society
Hardback   256 pages   216x138mm   map and line illustrations     £14.99                      
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That Strange Alchemy
Pheasants, Trout and  
a Middle-aged Man         £17.99
Laurence Catlow
The perfect armchair read for 
those who both shoot and fish.
Hardback 304pp b/w photos     

Confessions of a  
Carp Fisher    BB
‘Such an original work. It 
will always be my 
favourite fishing book.’  – 
Chris Yates
Hardback  192 pages
234x156mm   28 BB illus.            

             £20

The Fisherman’s 
Bedside Book      BB

A classic anthology: Skues, 
Farson, Ransome, Chapman, 
Haldane, Chalmers, Waller Hills, 
Plunket Greene, et al.
Hardback  224 pages  234x156mm   
46 BB illustrations          £20
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Cover bullrushes  © Shutterstock
9 781873 674284

ISBN 978-1-873674-28-4

£20

FALLING
IN AGAIN

CHRIS
YATES

Cover bullrushes  © Shutterstock
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9 781873 674338

ISBN 978-1-873674-33-8

£20

Falling In Again  
Chris Yates                    £20

In this collection of Chris Yates’ 
angling tales, his pursuit of perch, 
chub, roach, tench and more, 
mirror each other in strange and 
surprising ways.
These are tales of fishing in youth 
and older age, in which the mysteries of angling 
remain greater than the man, whose destiny is to 
keep falling in again.

‘A delight...well produced, a compulsive read, but 
also perfect for dipping into.’  – Waterlog magazine

Hardcover    224pp   234x156mm    gold-blocked cover   
55 black & white illustrations

The Secret Carp 
Chris Yates                  £20

The Secret Carp is a fishing 
book with a difference.
The Independent described 
it as ‘one of the few books 
that manages to capture the 

real joy of fishing in such a way that even a non-
angler could be seduced’. 
It tells the true story of the events of a single day 
and night beside an English carp lake in high 
summer.
‘A great book, one of the best three angling books 
ever written’.  – The Field

Hardcover  176pp   234x156mm   gold-blocked cover  
55 black & white illustrations

Once a Flyfisher
Laurence Catlow
Forthright, at times extremely 
funny, unexpectedly moving 
and always thought-
provoking.

‘Witty, illuminating and 
moving’ – Daily Telegraph

Hardback 288pp 234x156mm 
              b/w illustrations             £17.99

Laurence Catlow

The 
HEALING 
STREAM
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EAM

9 781910 723272

ISBN 978-1-910723-27-2
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Laurence Catlow writes about 
shooting and fishing for 
Trout & Salmon and Shooting 
Times. He is author of: 
Confessions of a Shooting, 
Fishing Man, Once a Flyfisher, 
Private Thoughts from a 
Small Shoot and That Strange 
Alchemy.

Laurence Catlow has a 
doctorate in Classics from 
Cambridge University and was 
head of Classics at Sedbergh 
School in Cumbria until his 
retirement. His interests include 
fishing, shooting, walking, red 
wine, religion and literature. 
He lives in Brough, Cumbria. 

Cover photos: Laurence Catlow  
on the Wharfe by Merlin Unwin

This is a most unusual fishing 
autobiography. In Part One, 
Laurence Catlow talks frankly 
about how, as a young man, he 
arrived at an important turning 
point which affected his fishing 
life. His memoir is elegantly 
interwoven around his lively 
views on the northern upstream 
tradition, catch-and-release, 
worming and other topics.  

In Part Two of the book, 
Laurence embarks on what he 
expects to be an idyllic time as he 
takes early retirement and looks 
forward to even more shooting 
and fishing – when a personal 
crisis plunges him into a nervous 
breakdown. 

This frank exploration of how 
fishing became impossible to 
contemplate during the darkest 
days but how it went on to form 
an essential part of eventual 
recovery, is a new departure in 
angling literature and will strike a 
chord with many readers. 

This is a surprisingly funny, 
frank and moving memoir which 
pushes back the boundaries of 
eloquent fishing literature.

One of the  
most candid and  
eloquent fishing  
memoirs ever written £20

AcclAim for cAtlow’s That Strange Alchemy

His ability to recall with warmth the events 
down to the last detail and to describe them, 
and his sporting ethos, in such an absorbing 

way, mark him out as one of the finest 
sporting writers alive. This is vintage Catlow.  

– Shooting Times
Many of us will identify with what he has  

to say. – Fieldsports magazine

Top Jacket.indd   1 28/07/2016   16:15

The Healing Stream
Laurence Catlow
‘The best flyfishing book to 
cross my desk in 2016, with-
out a doubt.’  
– Trout Fisherman

Hardback    £20

Fishing with Harry 
Tony Baws
‘Without doubt the best book 
(not just angling-related) that 
I have read in years! It isn’t a 
book that tells you how to fish 
– indeed much of it is probably 
how not to fish – it is simply a 
really hilarious true story which 
you have to read.’ – Angling Times

Hardback 240pp 18 b/w drawings       £15.99

Canal Fishing
Dominic Garnett
An excellent reference 
guide, with ticket details and 
tips for many waters
• Modern methods and  
 tackle, novel ideas  
 and developments
• Wide appeal to nationwide fishers from   
 match anglers to specimen hunters
• Specimen canal fish records
• Beautiful photography 

Hbk 224pp 246x189mm 250 colour photos    £20
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9 781906 122645

ISBN 978-1-906122-64-5

The most comprehensive guide to canal fishing 
ever written. A wonderful re-appraisal of the 

UK’s most under-valued fishing asset

Dominic garnett

Canal
Fishing

A Practical Guide

Dominic Garnett is hailed as 
‘Britain’s most promising young angling 
writer’ (Angling Times). He caught his 
first canal fish, a rudd, as a small boy 
sitting in the beer garden of a waterside 
pub. He is just as keen today – although 
you might find the cheap fibreglass pole 
and pint glass of maggots replaced by 
anything from a match rod to specimen 
or even fly tackle. 

   renowned for his lucid, entertaining 
writing, Dominic is an angling 
all-rounder with over 200 articles to 
his name in the UK and abroad, from 
Angling Times to Fly Fishing & Fly Tying. 
His aim is to put the fun and soul back 
into fishing, as well as to instruct. His 
convention-busting adventures have also 
featured on the Sky Sports and national 
Geographic tV channels, while his 
debut hardback Flyfishing for Coarse 
Fish became a bestseller. this is his 
third book. 

iSBn 978-1-906122-64-5

With hundreds of miles of underfished 
water, canals represent a vast, 
untapped fishing resource. From 
shallow, secluded rural waters to giant 
urban ship channels, they offer a 
staggering diversity of angling potential 
which is open and affordable to all.

Britain’s canals have never been 
in better shape, with a huge range of 
species to target. From classic roach 
fishing to specimen carp, pike and 
increasingly common surprises like 
chub and zander, this book covers 
everything from traditional to ultra-
modern techniques.

  this is more than just a ‘how to’ 
volume. With details of venues and 
notable fish records from every part 
of the UK, this book also represents 
an essential guide to Britain’s canals. 
Whether you’re planning a short break 
or looking for a fresh challenge on 
your local ‘cut’, Dominic Garnett’s 
book is packed with inspiring ideas, 
beautiful photography and invaluable 
information.

Front cover: Dominic Garnett fishes the Devon’s 
Grand Western canal.
Back cover photos (clockwise from top left): 
an ultra-sensitive pole rig; author and canal pike 
of 23lbs; Dan Sales with a Grand Union carp; 
Dominic Garnett catches for the camera on the 
Basingstoke canal; a flawless canal tench; perch 
and soft lure; russ Hilton and a large bream; a 
well-conditioned canal roach. £20

Canal jacket.indd   1 03/02/2014   15:16

Flyfishing for  
Coarse Fish    
Dominic Garnett 
There has long been a divide 
between flyfishing and coarse 
fishing – but there is no 
reason for it! And there is now 
growing interest in combining 

these two major areas of the sport. Dominic teaches 
you how to do it.
‘The most original, fascinating and eye-opening 
angling book I’ve read in years.’ – Scottish Sun
Hbk  224pp 246x189mm 300 colour photos  £20

FlyFishing
for Coarse Fish
Pike • Rudd • Carp • Roach • Perch • Barbel

Chub • Zander • Dace • Tench • Bream

FlyFish
ing for Coarse Fish

There has long been a divide 
between flyfishing and coarse 
angling – but there is no reason 
for it! 

Over 3 million people in 
Britain fish one way or the 
other – and there is growing 
interest in combining these two 
major areas of the sport. 

Virtually any coarse fish will 
take a fly, you can see the take 
‘as it happens’ and the fight of a 
fish on a flyrod is nothing short 
of sensational.

This book shows you how to 
flyfish for each different coarse 
species: the techniques, the 
flies, the tackle, the sheer fun!

DOMINIC GARNETT, writes 
for both coarse and fly camps: 
currently a correspondent for 
Angling Times, his work has also 
appeared in Trout & Salmon, Total 
Flyfisher, FlyFishing & FlyTying 
and Trout Fisherman; as well as the 
Angler’s Mail, UK Carp, Waterlog, 
Pike & Predators and Countryman’s 
Weekly among others. 

An avid angler almost since he 
could walk, he aims to take the 
myth and mystery out of flyfishing 
for coarse fish and to demonstrate 
the great potential for exciting, 
highly visual sport. 

He is also a keen photographer and 
in that capacity works for many 
magazines. He lives near Exeter.

A new approach 
to all the species 
you’ve never caught 
before – on the fly!

Dominic 
Garnett

“Fast becoming 
one of the most 
readable angling 
writers in the 
business” 
  Angling Times

£209 781906 122386

ISBN 978-1-906122-38-6Front cover: A pike follows Seb Nowosiad’s surface-
popping fly.
Back cover: The author with a fly-caught rudd 
(photo by Ian Nadin)
Front flap: Stalking carp at Millhayes Fishery, Devon.
Back flap: Dominic Garnett and mackerel

          ISBN 978-1-906122-38-6

Jacket.indd   1 12/01/2012   23:30

     the ‘how to’ guide to         Coarse, Sea & Fly fishing                   

9 781910 723913

ISBN 978-1-910723-91-3

 Allan Sefton
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Get Fishing
The how-to guide to  
Coarse, Sea and 
Game fishing

Aimed at complete 
beginners of all 
ages, and those 
who have been out 
fishing a couple of 
times and want to 
take it further.
‘A colourful, lively 
book which outlines what you need to 
know to enjoy a day or an afternoon 
fishing – whether it’s catching mackerel, 
pike, trout or carp!’  
             – The Angler magazine
‘Brilliantly useful... with reassuring advice 
for parents on regulations and licences, 
venue options, seating arrangements, 
clothing choice and water safety.’ 
            – Off the Scale magazine

How to  
Flyfish
John Symonds

‘In this clear 
and attractive 
book are all the 
essential skills 
you need to 

be a competent all-round flyfisher.’ – 
Countryside Alliance

 
Hardback  96pp  246x189mm   

85 colour diagrams       £9.99
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9 781906 122638

ISBN 978-1-906122-63-8

In this clear and attractive book are all the essential skills you need to be 
a competent all-round flyfisher. 
With John Symonds you will learn how to fish for trout and salmon in 
stillwaters from both bank and boat; in rivers; dry fly and wet fly. 
You will know how to tie reliable and easy knots, to construct the right 
leaders, learn where the fish are most likely to lie, how to cast to them 
and which flies to use. 
How to Flyfish will bring you up-to-date with all the latest on leader 
construction and knots, boat control with the paradrogue, traditional 
nymphing methods to the increasingly popular tenkara style.
Packed with useful tips and clear diagrams.

John Symonds is a qualified (GAAI) game angling instructor, and he has 
combined his analytical and design skills as an engineer with his teaching 
abilities to produce this ground-breaking guidebook. 

£9.99
John Symonds

from newcomer to 
improver
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Tying the fly to the leaderThe Blood Knot (for fly to leader)
One of the most common knots in flyfishing 
is the blood knot and this can be used for 
attaching the fly to the leader. It is a very simple 
knot to tie as shown in the sequential diagram 
shown on the facing page.

Hold the hook between the finger and 
thumb of one hand with the eye of the 
hook exposed. Taking the end of the 
leader in the other hand push the tag 
end through the eye.

Pull a reasonable working length of 
leader tag end through the eye of the 
hook.

Pick up the tag end with the first and 
middle fingers of the hand holding the 
hook and take it around the back of the 
standing end of the leader.

Now pick up the tag end with the other 
hand again.

Continue to pass it around the leader.

Pick the tag end with the first and 
middle fingers of the hand holding the 
hook again.

Repeat the above sequence so that 
there are four turns of the tag end 
wrapped around the leader standing 
end.

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9

10

11 12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Take the tag end and pass it through the 
gap between the first turn and the hook 
eye.

Pull the tag end through the gap.

Apply tension by pulling the tag end 
and standing end in opposite directions. 
This will cause the knot to tighten up.

Grasp the hook and the standing end of 
the leader and pull in opposite directions 
to lock the knot in place.

Cut off the tag end with a sharp pair of 
scissors.

There is a variation of this knot which 
is called the tucked blood knot, which 
is designed to prevent the tag end 
from slipping through the gap between 
the hook eye and the first turn when 
extreme tension is applied to the leader 
when a fish is ‘on’.

To tie this knot the initial sequence is 
the same as that for the blood knot but 
before the knot is tightened down (no. 
??), the tag is passed through the loop 
that is formed between the last and first 
turns, when the tag end is brought back 
over the knot.

Optional steps instead of 11 for the tucked blood knot

HOW TO 
FLYFISH

Front cover photo of John Symonds by Pete Wesson

Hooked on Lure Fishing
Dominic Garnett & Andy Mytton  
Anglers are discovering the thrill of 
lure fishing with light tackle and they’re 
fishing from the tiniest streams to the 
open coast. You’ll find a wealth of 
inspiration for fishing your local waters 
with lures – wherever you live, whether 
you’re a beginner or an expert. 

    Acclaimed angling author Dominic Garnett and lure 
fishing fanatic Andy Mytton present a comprehensive guide 
to the current scene, with amazing underwater images and 
insight from BBC wildlife photographer Jack Perks. 

‘The last word in lure 
fishing for some time to 
come.’  
        – Fishing Magic 

Hardback 224pp 
246x189mm   
200 colour photos

  £25    

Hooked on
LURE FISHING

Dominic Garnett
& Andy Mytton
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9 781910 723920

ISBN 978-1-910723-92-0

  
New, innovative lures and techniques have 

transformed the sport in recent times and there 
is now a lure for virtually every fish and situation.

Here’s how to experience the fun first-hand...
Tips and new  

 lure techniques  
for over 60  

sea & freshwater 
species

The current explosion in new-era 
fishing lures, techniques and tackle 
is attracting a whole army of lure 
anglers, eager to take up the exciting 
opportunities this is opening up.

It’s thrilling, light-footed, rod-
bending fishing, from the tiniest 
of streams to the open coast. From 
blennies and rockfish to perch and 
bass, a vast number of species of all 
shapes and forms, no matter how 
bizarre, no matter what size, can 
now be caught. And they are putting 
the fun back in fishing. 

Hooked on Lure Fishing gives the 
lowdown on all the latest lures, 
tackle and techniques for over 60 
species. 

Packed with beautiful photographs 
and innovative ideas, you’ll find a 
wealth of inspiration for lure fishing 
in your local or holiday waters, 
whether you are a beginner or 
expert.

This comprehensive illustrated 
guide to the current scene includes 
amazing underwater photos  
from BBC wildlife photographer  
Jack Perks.

‘Britain’s most promising young  
angling writer’ – Angling Times

DOMINIC GARNETT has over 400 
articles to his name in the UK and 
abroad, from Angling Times to Fly 
Fishing & Fly Tying. His aim is to put 
the fun and soul back into fishing, 
as well as to instruct. His angling 
adventures have also featured on the 
Sky Sports and National Geographic 
TV channels, while his debut 
hardback Flyfishing for Coarse Fish 
became a bestseller.
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ANDY MYTTON is a fanatical 
lure angler based in Dorset. His 
innovative, light tackle approach 
has accounted for a spectacular 
array of fresh and saltwater species 
throughout the UK and abroad, as 
well as TV appearances on BT and 
Sky Sports. On the competition and 
events scene he has also fished far 
and wide, representing England at 
international level and winning the 
Zandermasters title. 

ISBN 978-1-910723-92-0 £25

Join the lure fishing revolution!

Lure Fishing jacket.indd   1 01/06/2019   17:39

Laminated boards
230 colour images
128pp     £9.99

Fishing with Emma
A how-to guide to coarse 
fishing – captured in the 
fun medium of the strip 
cartoon. In the spirit of 
Mr Crabtree, your young 
instructor Emma shows 

you how to catch carp, roach, 
rudd, barbel, perch, chub, 
bream, tench and many other 
species.  
Paperback 96pp full colour
205x255mm             £9.99

Fishing with Emma
David Overland

Fishing with Emma is for all who already enjoy or would like to take up coarse fishing. 
It will also appeal to those who fish for certain species but want to branch out to try some new ones. 
Emma knows her stuff and she’s prepared to share her knowledge in a clear, no-nonsense way.

• Completely up-to-date with 21st century techniques at affordable prices

• Includes waggler, stick and controller float fishing, legering techniques, feeders, spinning, dead  
 baiting, groundbaiting, responsible fish-handling, and much more

• An inspirational and enjoyable cartoon strip which will have you rushing for your local river,   
 gravel pit, commercial fishery or canal bank to get fishing 

And for any members of the angling fraternity who might ask: why are we fishing with Emma and not a 
man? the simple answer is, ‘Why shouldn’t a woman be an all-round expert at coarse fishing?’ 
She hasn’t got a problem with that… 

9 781906 122508

ISBN 978-1-906122-50-8

How to fisH for: 
Carp, Roach, Rudd, Barbel 
Perch, Chub, Zander 
Bream, Catfish, Dace
Tench and Pike
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Now there’s a bit of a 
south-westerly blowiNg 
iNto this eNd bay

i’m just goiNg 
to sit here 

quietly

just half 
a dozeN or so 
every miNute

sooN

you caN see the carp 
begiNNiNg to come up 
for them Now

aNd fire 
out a few 
biscuits

Jacket top copy.indd   1 18/12/2012   17:11
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The Feather Bender’s Flytying Techniques 
Barry Ord Clarke
This is a ground-breaking flytying book. 

• It is the first to have a QR code/YouTube link for every single pattern 
demonstrated. You can now watch the whole process online then turn to the 
matching chapter in the book to find the recipe and follow all the step-by-
step instructions so that you can tie your own fly in your own time. 
• It has an online link with the author – expert tyer Barry Ord Clarke – 
who you can contact direct if you run into any difficulties! 

• The book’s focus is on techniques: world-class fly tyer Ord Clarke 
demonstrates with crystal-clear photographs his own ‘takes’ on how to tie      

                             28 of the world’s best flies - simply and quickly!

                      Laminated boards  256pp  276x216mm  Colour throughout  £25

This ground-breaking flytying book,  
with crystal-clear photographs, demonstrates  

Barry Ord Clarke’s own ‘takes’ on how to  
tie 28 world-class flies

It’s the first to have a VIDEO LINK for all the patterns featured. 
Watch the author tying online, then turn to the matching  
chapter in the book to follow the step-by-step instructions  
so that you can tie your own fly in your own time.

Author Barry Ord Clarke will respond  
online to your questions.

Front cover: The Wally Wing Dun tied and photographed by Barry Ord Clarke

The Feather Bender’s
FLYTYING 

TECHNIQUES

BARRY ORD CLARKE
With video link to the author tying every fly featured
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9 781910 723944

ISBN 978-1-910723-94-4

£25
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TRY IT OUT!
Each fly dressing 
has its unique  
QR code linking 
you to a video 
showing the 
same fly being 
tied by the 
author.

Tying Flies with CDC  

The Fisherman’s Miracle Feather

Leon Links
Easy-to-tie flies that simply 
won’t sink! 
The definitive book on CDC (cul-
de-canard) flytying; colour photos 
and tying sequences.

‘The definitive guide to CDC.’ – Irish Times

Pb 160pp 246x189mm 182 colour photos  £14.99                                       

Beginner’s Guide  
to Flytying

12 key trout patterns 
demonstrate the flytying 
techniques which underpin 
all others.
‘A very useful, well-thought-
out book, ridiculously well-
priced.’  – Flyfishing & Flytying

Hardback  80pp  246x189mm Full colour  £9.99

The best starter guide to flytyingThis classic bestseller uses crystal-clear illustrations to show the reader exactly how 

to create an artificial fishing fly, step-by-step.  Clearer than photos, more life-like than drawings, the graphic instructions 

show, by subtle emphasis and exaggeration, precisely what to do.
  Included are all the basic techniques for applying thread, feather and fur to the 

hook, building up to more sophisticated methods such as parachute hackling, using 
the dubbing loop and hairwinging.12 key trout patterns demonstrate the most important flytying techniques. • BLACK GHOST (ribbing and hairwing)  • WOOLLY BUGGER (palmered hackle dressing)  • DUCK’S DUN (cul-de-canard dressing)  • GREY WULFF (bucktail dry fly technique) • ELK HAIR CADDIS (dubbing & hairwing)  • PARACHUTE EMERGER (parachute dressing)  • GINGER QUILL (wet fly wings & throat hackle)  • BLACK PENNELL (wet hackling)  • GOLDHEAD HARE’S EAR (weighted goldhead & natural dubbing)  • MONTANA NYMPH (nymph hackling, marabou tails)  • PHEASANT TAIL NYMPH (pheasant tail & copper wire)  • SHRIMP/SCUD (wire weighting & synthetic dubbing)CHRIS MANN is a professional graphic designer with special skills 

in computer graphics. Author of the seminal Complete Illustrated 
Directory of Salmon Flies, he is a keen fisherman and flytyer.TERRY GRIFFITHS is a professional photographer and 
flytyer, former editor of The Flydresser magazine and 
contributor to Flyfishing & Flytying and other journals.
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Step-by-step instructions for 12 popular  and versatile fly patterns
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Directory of        £20 
Salmon Flies

Chris Mann
‘By far the most comprehensive 
directory of salmon flies ever 
published, with more than 1,800 
patterns featured in its 480 
pages. This is a first-class book 
for fishers and tyers.’   
               – Trout & Salmon

            1800 flies all in colour     
Paperback 480pp 274x210mm               
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ISBN 978-1-906122-45-4

By far the most comprehensive directory of 
salmon flies ever published, with more than 
1,800 patterns featured in its 468 pages. 
This is a first-class book for fishers and tyers 
and Chris Mann should be applauded.

Trout & SalmonAn absolute masterpiece and correctly billed 
as the most comprehensive directory of salmon 
flies ever published. This beautiful book 
enables the salmon-angler to identify and 
learn about every salmon fly that was ever  
assembled.

The Irish TimesThe sheer scope and ambition of the Directory 
is enormous and it works brilliantly. Honest, 
well-ordered information… If you like salmon 
flies, if you fish for salmon and are seeking 
inspiration – treat yourself!

Flyfishing & Flytying£20
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The Pocket Guide to 
Essential Knots
21 essential knots for everyday  
use indoors or outdoors

This compact little reference book 
includes knots for a wide range of 
functions, from home to work, hobby 
to play activities. No knot-tying jargon 
is used, no baffling technical terms – 

just simple step-by-step instructions and outstandingly 
clear line drawings.

Paperback  80pp  152x105mm 80 line illustrations £5.99

GT   
A Flyfisher’s Guide  
to Giant Trevally
‘A brilliant guide’  
– Trout & Salmon
‘All the information a GT 
angler could want’ 
– Angling USA
‘Get the book before you 

spend one further penny’ – Flyfisher magazine
Hardback 224pp                                
246x189mm   230 colour photos              £30

Flycasting Skills
John Symonds

‘I like the approach 
very much; it is simple, 
uncluttered and highly 
graphical.’ – Andrew Herd,  
 Waterlog

Hardback 96pp 246x189mm 
91 colour diagrams  £9.99

Trout from a Boat
Dennis Moss            
‘The best book I have read to 
date on boat fishing. ’  
– Waterlog
‘I was bowled over by his 
intelligent, logical, cool and clear 
advice for all situations.’  
 – Irish Times

Pbk 192pp  246x189mm 130 colour photos    £16  

Pocket Guide to  
Matching the Hatch
The natural insect next to its matching artificial.
‘A small gem of a book’ – The Independent

‘The layout is well thought-out and easy to navigate. 
After only a quick browse, I felt immediately familiar 
with the organisation of the book and could find 
the information I wanted quickly. The photos are 
excellent. This is the book every fly fisherman has 
been waiting for.’ – The Flyfisher
Covered wiro   96 pages  178 col. photos         £7.99  

The Pocket 
Guide to  
Fishing Knots
A clear, step-by-step 
guide to tying 24 of the 
key coarse, sea & game 
knots – Water Knot, 
Surgeon’s Loop, Nail 

Knot, Blood Knot, Improved Clinch Knot, 
Double Turle, Palomar, Bimini Twist and 
many more!
Paperback  80pp 73 line illustrations £5.99

For the flyfisher who has witnessed trout rising 
all around but not known which fly to put on: 

here is the essential little guide to 
‘matching the hatch’. 

Designed to slip into your fishing bag or pocket, this 
invaluable book illustrates with photos which insects 
equate to which artificial flies. 

It also offers expert advice on which flies are hatching 
at what time of year, how the insects behave (and 
therefore how to imitate them) and even how to read a 
fish’s rise: all clues to the well-informed fisherman!

Merlin Unwin Books Ltd, Ludlow, England

For a complete list of our fishing and countryside books:
www.merlinunwin.co.uk       01584 877456

9 781906 122201

ISBN 978-1-906122-20-1

£7.99 Peter Lapsley & Cyril Bennett

Pocket Guide to

 Pocket Guide to  M
atching the hatch  Lapsley & Bennett

Matching 
the hatch

Cover photograph 
by Philip Williams

Matching Hatch 2 copy.indd   1 8/12/09   13:42:57

Nymphing
the New Way

French leader fishing  
for trout

Jonathan White
‘A timely, well-written and 
well-produced book which 
deserves to be widely 
read.’

   – Flyfishing & Flytying             

Hardback 160pp  246x189mm 196 colour photos  £20
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THE MAYFLIES (Ephemera danica, E. vulgata and E. lineata)

Mayfly nymph Mayfly spinner

Walker’s Mayfly Nymph 
weighed (#14)

Goddard’s Poly May 
Dun (#14)

Goddard’s Poly May 
Spinner (#14)

Mayfly dun

MAYFLIES: There are three mayfly species in Britain and Ireland, all so alike that they can be treated 
as one.

• The nymphs are up to 2½cm long, and cream-coloured with dark markings and prominent gills 
  which they hold over their backs. They tunnel into the sediment on the lake or river bed. 
  The nymphal stage may last for one year or two.

• The duns are so large that they cannot be mistaken for any other species. Their cream   
  bodies are 15–25cm long, and each one has pale grey wings and three tails.    
  The timing of hatches varies from water to water but they generally occur daily, in the afternoon 
  and early evening, between mid-May and mid-June. 

• The spinners are similar in size to the duns, with white-ish bodies, three long tails and glittering, 
  black-veined wings.

MATcHIng THE HATcH

There are countless Mayfly patterns. On the Irish limestone loughs, there is a tradition of dapping with    
natural or artificial mayflies, a style of fishing which is fun and often very successful. 

• Alternatives to the dun pattern shown above include the Grey Wulff, the Shadow Mayfly and 
  French Partridge Mayflies. Neil Patterson’s Deerstalker and Lunn’s Spent Gnat are useful 
  alternative spinners.
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...............................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................Postcode...............................................................

DEDUCT £5 if your books total exceeds £30
  ADD flat rate of £3.50 POSTAGE (UK only)

TOTAL

£3.50

 * Telephone: 01584 877456
 * Online: www.merlinunwin.co.uk

MUB/10/20

or CREDIT CARD ORDER                                                              

                   VISA                             MASTERCARD                       VISA DEBIT                      AMERICAN EXPRESS

• Special deal: £5 discount for all orders over £30*   

• Books usually despatched within 48 hours                                                   
• Only £3.50 p&p UK - NO MATTER HOW MANY BOOKS IN ONE ORDER!

TO ORDER

     Title             Quantity     Price Total

Please tick to indicate where you received our brochure. Thank you very much.

METHOD OF PAYMENT

I enclose my cheque (payable to Merlin Unwin Books Ltd) for

CARD 
NUMBER

EXPIRY DATE SECURITY CODE 
(last 3 digits on reverse of card, or 4 digits for Amex)

Country Living

Office hours: 9–5pm  
Monday-Friday

* Or post to:  Merlin Unwin Books
Palmers House, 7 Corve Street, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB

Countryside AllianceDaily Telegraph Received in post 

*Valid to 31 M
arch 2021


